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“Bubbling up in our own good time”

The Harris Covered Bridge outside of Wrenn, Oregon. Photo by Judy Hays-Eberts
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Groundwaters magazine is a grassroots, community-oriented nonprofit
literary quarterly which serves the West Lane area and all its connections
through publication of the local arts, history and information by amateur
and professional writers. It is made possible by gifts and donations and
the volunteers who create, produce and distribute Groundwaters magazine. It is distributed free of charge through local businesses and libraries,
and is mailed to subscribers across the U.S. for a small annual fee. Material may be submitted from anyone, any age.
Check out our website at http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com/
GUIDELINES FOR THE MAGAZINE
1. Email submissions are preferred. Copy text into the body of
an email message or MS-Word or WordPerfect file attachments, please;
no headers, footers, or in-line graphics. Don’t send originals, as they
will not be returned. If email is unavailable, these files can be saved to
a CD or DVD disk and sent to us by mail.
2. Include a phone number or email address with each
submission. You may use a pseudonym, but all work must be signed.
3. Submission limit is 2,000 words.
4. Please be respectful to all. Read Groundwaters to understand
its audience, and speak from the heart. Every age is welcome here.
Featured artists and authors are representative of all ages and levels of
experience. We do not accept political or religious opinion pieces and
we ask our submitters to limit the use of profanity to only what the
story requires. No explicit sexual content or unnecessary violence will
be accepted. The editors reserve the right to edit the unacceptable if it
is to be published.
5. Themes: Each issue of Groundwaters is assigned a one-word
theme with multi-meanings. Submissions do not have to reflect the
theme, but those that do are welcomed.
6. Include a bit of information about yourself and your
submission to share with our readers.
7. Artists, as well as writers, are invited. Please submit scanned
images as at least 300 dpi email attachments in either .jpg or .tif format
after first notifying us that you are going to do so.
8. Original works are protected under the copyright of
Groundwaters and may not be reproduced without permission of the
author/artist. They remain the property of the author/artist.
9. Works in the public domain may be submitted to reprint,
but credits to authors/artists must be included.
10. No payment (other than fleeting fame) is offered. Groundwaters
will provide two copies to a contributor of the issues in which their work
appears. Please include a mailing address for this purpose.
11. Changes may be made in submitted material due to
grammatical errors and space constraints. Whenever possible, the
material and content will not be altered. Authors need to be aware that
published material will also be available on the Groundwaters websites.

Groundwaters is produced entirely with volunteer labor and is
offered free of charge to the public. Therefore, we also gratefully
accept donations to help defray the costs of printing. Gifts and
donations should be made to The Groundwaters Magazine
Project. In accordance with provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code, donations are tax deductible for the donor.
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To obtain copies for display or distribution, email
contact@groundwaterspublishing.com or call 541-344-0986
Mail Subscriptions:
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are available for $12.00/year (four issues) to cover postage and handling.
Back issues are also available for a nominal fee.
Advertisements:
Groundwaters reaches a substantial local audience and it continues to
attract more readers. We now offer space for local advertisements to
help support the costs of producing the magazine. Email
contact@groundwaterspublishing.com for more information.

Deadline for next issue is November 15, 2014
Email to contact@groundwaterspublishing.com (correspondence)
submissions@groundwaterspublishing.com (submissions)
Mail to Groundwaters
P.O. Box 50, Lorane, OR 97451
Questions? Need more copies? Call (541) 344-0986
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Gary “Spyder” Lewis

S

adly, our long-time contributor,
Gary Lewis, aka “Spyder,” passed
away July 4, 2014, following a surgical procedure.
Spyder, as he preferred to be called, shared many of
his song lyrics with Groundwaters over the years. He had
been a drummer/musician and songwriter in several groups
in his younger years and we included a personal profile on
him in our Winter 2009 issue called “All Fables Have Wings
- Gary ‘Spyder’ Lewis... Spyder’s Story According to
Spyder”
http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com/files/Gary_Lewis.pdf

Our sincere condolences go to Gary’s wife and family.

Hidden World
Outside my window and down the mountainside,
Green arms of the valley reaching where I hide.
Outside is conflict, here there is only peace.
Outside there’s war and hate, here the war has ceased.
Outside they’re friendly, but they don’t know each other.
I know my own mind, damn my keeper’s brother.
Outside they live and die, it’s all a race for death.
I intend to stay right here, until I’m all that’s left.
Outside is color, here the walls are white,
Silent, stern sentinels keep vigil through the night.
~ Gary L. “Spyder” Lewis

“Lodge”
Upcoming
Deadlines
2015
January - “Trial”
April - “Art”
July - “Distant”
October - “Legend”

Fall - August 15
Winter - Nov 15
Spring - Feb 15
Summer - May 15

2016
January - “Point”
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Editorial Perspectives

W

e at Groundwaters are coming to a crossroads and
we feel that we need to share some of our thoughts
with you.
The magazine, itself, started in the Fall 2004 by Judy
and Sonny Hays-Eberts, has had a long and successful life.
When Jennifer Chambers, Pat Broome, Jim Burnett and I
took it over in 2009, Judy had already set the stage for its
popular format and goals. The four of us took it in a somewhat different direction than Judy had envisioned, but she
has been our staunch supporter ever since.
Time and circumstances are changing, however. Jim is
no longer actively working on the magazine because of
health issues. Pat Broome still helps with copy editing, fold
‘n staple and the Veneta distribution, but Jen and I have
pretty much carried the banner for the day-to-day decisionmaking, layout work and promotion – what little there is now.
Jen, herself, has had to deal with major health issues as
well as attend to her priorities of a young, active family
and her own successfully-evolving and growing writing
and speaking career.
I have taken on more and more work in the editing and
publishing field and after a long, arduous but enjoyable
year and a half stint of working with Jo-Brew on the publication of our two U.S. Highway 99 books, I’m frankly feeling burnt out. As I write this, I’m looking at the beginning
of my 72nd year next week. To me, that’s not old... yet... but
my body and heart know that I need to slow down. Not
only do I need to slow down for my own health, but now
that my husband Jim is taking more and more time away
from our store in his own semi-retirement, I want to be free
to do more things with him.
So we’re faced with a quandry. If things were going
more smoothly with the publication of Groundwaters, the
decisions we need to make would be simple. We have always offered the magazine as a free gift to our readers and
with our wonderful, loyal advertising supporters, (The Farm
Store, The Blue Rooster Bed & Breakfast, KneeDeep Cattle
Co., Sharon Malcolm, Outback Garage, Gloria Edwards
and the Lorane Family Store) and a small number of subscribers and our generous donors, we have been able to
keep it going each quarter. We take on other printing and
editing jobs, as well, to supplement and pay for our insurance, taxes and business licensing. But each issue is becoming harder and harder to produce. Our trusty production printer is still plugging away, printing 700 copies of
the magazine every issue, but it and my computer are no
longer speaking well to each other and the printing process
has become strained and cumbersome. In addition, reasonably-price toner cartridges are getting harder and harder to
come by. The folding and stapling process, as you can imagine is labor-intensive. I personally do at least 400 copies
by myself each issue as I take them from the printer, and
4
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the remaining 300 are saved up at the end of the printing
run so that Jen, Pat and I can have a “fold ‘n staple” party
at the Fern Ridge Library just before we distribute them.
We have absolutely wonderful help from Linda
Johnson and Bridgett Johnson-Elliott who have been distributing the Eugene and Cottage Grove issues for us each
quarter. I do the Lorane, Crow, Noti, Alvadore, Cheshire
and Junction City distribution and Pat Broome does it in
Veneta.
Lately, we have lots and lots of poetry submissions for
each issue, but the fiction and non-fiction stories have decreased. The past two issues, we have been extremely
thankful that some of our more popular writers have sent
multiple submissions so that we can include more than
one story from each of them in order to balance out the
issues. Up until now, we’ve had many different writers
sending their works so that we could offer a diversity of
writing styles and subjects. I’m not sure if our writers are
just taking the summer off or if this will be a trend. In
addition, our subscriptions have fallen off considerably and
more people are opting to pick up free copies at the distribution points.
So, our Groundwaters staff will be meeting this month
and next to decide what to do and where we go from here.
It’s possible that the January issue will be our last, but it’s
also possible that new ideas, energy and focus will help to
keep it going. We will begin looking at all of our options
in hopes that this creation that we have put our hearts and
souls into for so long will continue, if not under our leadership, maybe under someone else’s.
We’d like to get some input from our contributors and
readers... the more, the better! Please email us at
contact@groundwaterspublishing.com, send us your email
address if we don’t already have it so we can keep you
updated, or write us a note at P.O. Box 50, Lorane, OR
97451, and let us know your thoughts and suggestions.

We really want to hear from you!

A Great Lodge Memory
By gael Doyle-Oroyan

A

s little girls, my sis, Jana, and I camped in Yosemite
National Park every summer between 1945-1952 with
our parents and another neighbor family and their two
daughters, Kathleen and Nancy.
We camped at Bridalveil Campground high above the
valley floor, not far from Glacier Point. The primitive campground then only had “two-hole” outhouses. We hauled
buckets of water from the nearby creek for drinking, dishes
and bathing. With our dads, we hiked, fished and found
arrowheads in the daytime, and in the evenings, while our
moms fried the fish we caught, we sat around the campfire
and sang old songs like “Down in the Valley.”
We also went to Glacier Point to watch the “Firefall”
flow down into the valley. This magnificent display of
burning embers sent over the edge of Glacier Point down
to the valley floor took place intermittently for nearly a
century. The display was started by James McCauley, owner
of Glacier Point Mountain House Hotel in 1872 and appeared like a burning waterfall as it descended the side of
the mountain. The Yosemite Firefall got banned for a variety of reasons and then, reinstated by David Curry, Yosemite
Valley Hotel owner. We were sorry to learn it was stopped
officially in 1968 for safety reasons. We thoroughly enjoyed the spectacular Firefall all the summers we camped
there.
The “Dishpan Bear” went through our campground every night. We called him that because he had a light color
across his back. It looked like one of our moms had thrown
a pan of dirty dishwater at him. He also raided the garbage
cans, fun to watch, but a little scary too.
Occasionally, we drove down to the valley floor and
explored the many beautiful sites, wildlife, flowers, waterfalls and more. We saw El Capitan, Yosemite and Bridalveil
Falls, as well as other spectacular famous giants like Half
Dome.
A continuing intrigue and highlight, the Ahwahnee
Lodge, destination of queens and presidents, stands not far
from the base of Half Dome. This crown jewel lodge, completed in 1927, looks like a castle. The wood and rock-like
edifice, with cathedral ceilings, features 123 rooms, a great
restaurant, and many other amenities, and was designated
a National Historic Site in 1987.

When our valley visits took us near the Lodge, my sis
and I always asked if we could go there for a treat or for
lunch. Mom always said, “No. That place is only for the
rich people.”
Years later, I learned that my friend Kathleen and her
husband made it a point to stay at Awahnee Lodge on special occasions. They loved it. That made my desire to go
there resurface. It became a Bucket List item.
And so, more than four decades after our childhood
camping experiences, Sis and I and our husbands decided
to take our parents to Ahwahnee Lodge on their anniversary for a special surprise lunch. We all piled into the car
and headed up to Yosemite, enjoying the leisurely drive to
a place full of happy childhood memories. As our longtime friend Nancy recently remarked, “I don’t think I ever
met anyone else who camped together with friends that
have remained friends for as long as we all have.”
Taking our time, we took our parents back to Bridalveil
Campground, now modernized and outfitted with real
restrooms, showers, and piped-in water. We drove to Glacier Point, once again taking in the spectacular scenery.
Back down to the valley floor, we headed straight to
the Ahwahnee Hotel, as it is now called. We walked around
the beautiful landscaped grounds and proceeded into the
splendid facility. Inside, we moved toward the lovely dining room while enjoying the decor.
It was near the very end of lunch hour, and we discovered that most items on the menu had been sold out. Dad
could only order a hamburger. “Well done,” he insisted;
the only way he liked his meat which of course resulted in
a hard, tough burger. The rest of us had great soup and
scrumptious sandwiches. We each had a piece of cake for
dessert and toasted the folks’ anniversary. Sis and I split
the bill of over $150 for the six of us.
Current room rates at the Lodge now run up to $500
per night. Perhaps Mom was right... “It is for the rich
people.” However, to this day, Sis and I thoroughly enjoy
recalling our somewhat funny and unique lodge experience... that Great Lodge Memory. It is a grand special place.
We finally got to go there and surmised that one doesn’t
need to be rich to at least enjoy a “taste” of this great landmark lodge-hotel.

Looking for someone to proofread, edit or layout your manuscript?

Check out Groundwaters Publishing, LLC!

We also do layout and design for print-ready files for on-line publishing or to submit to your publisher!
October 2014
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The Philosopher’s
Corner
Thinking outside the box
By Jimminy Cricket

Chewin’ the cud …

S

trange how thoughts come and go; stranger still is the
variety of thoughts that ebb and flow in and out of
consciousness, seemingly with little purpose or discernable
cause. I often wonder how much is “lost” within the incessant traffic within the streams of consciousness. Strange
… and frustrating too. How many times have you had a
good thought about the what, how or when of something,
hoping you will remember it later when you’ll have time
to work with it, only to have it slip into the thick fog of
forgetfulness. I woke this morning wondering if there is
something about cattle worth considering …
Maybe there is something to this idea of the “Sacred
Cow.” Cattle are not the most intelligent of animals, right?
All in all, they are not aggressive animals, do not claim
and defend territory; when it comes to a question of fight
or flight, they flee from danger. There must be some wisdom in that because they have been with us since the beginning. Passive, they stand and “ruminate” rather than
letting themselves be driven to and fro by fear and flights
of fancy.
What keeps coming up this morning is encapsulated in
the idea of cattle chewing their cud… They regurgitate what
they’ve eaten, bring it back up and chew it again to get the
most nourishment from it.

PLACE AD FOR
POETRY
ANTHOLOGY
HERE

“Cud chewing is often used as an indicator of a healthy
and comfortable herd.”
Einstein, and others like him, have always fascinated
me. Putting Einstein and ruminating cows together in a
paragraph is perhaps a bid odd. Nevertheless, I have
done it. Einstein has been called the “King of Thought
Experiments.” What others have to work out with
complex formulas on a chalkboard or by building crude
models, Einstein worked in his head. He stood, as it
were, within the field of possibilities, chewing his
thought-cuds until they revealed the wonders of creation.
By thought alone, he forever changed the world in ways
that no weapon or army or political agenda ever could.
The question before us, I think, is not fight or flight,
but to stop and think, to chew the cud, to get every last
ounce out of worthy thoughts and ideas. Come now and
let us reason together, the proverb says. I think I need to
stop and chew on that for a while …
Jimminy Crickett
6
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Newly Published!

A

nnouncing the publication of
Joe Blakely’s new book,
Building Oregon’s Coast Highway
1936-1966; Straightening Curves
and Uncorking Bottlenecks!
Joe Blakely, the author of Lifting Oregon Out of The Mud:
Building the Oregon Coast Highway and OSWALD WEST - Governor of Oregon 1911-1915, The
Bellfountain Giant-Killers and
The Tall Firs among others, has
just released his interesting and comprehensive description of how the very difficult job of building the Oregon
Coast Highway along the terrifying, but breathtakingly
beautiful cliffs along the Oregon Coast was accomplished.
The book has many photographs of the process.
“From the devastating 1936 fire in Bandon, Oregon
to the building of the Columbia River Bridge in 1966 this
story charts the epic journey of building Oregon's spectacular coast highway across a steep basalt cliff, through
Arch Cape, bridging Thomas Creek gorge and leveling
mountains. When finished, the highway had closed the last
gap in U.S. Highway 101 from the Canadian border to
Mexico.”
Groundwaters highly recommends this book. It’s one
we helped publish and we appreciate Joe’s confidence in
our work. It’s now available on-line and soon will appear
at your local bookstore or contact Joe directly at
josephb@uoregon.edu.

Bird Without A Name
When the bird with whistle true,
Breaks the agile morning blue,
A silence long and deep ensues,
The sleeping world’s rising cue.
Sustained on high, so achingly profound,
It is at once an unearthly sound,
That in a breath meets sky and ground,
Heard through the woodland year-round.
Then on low with pure inflection,
Skimming through the river’s quiet intentions,
An old-world bird of arboreal dimensions,
Is this magical, whistling denizen. –
~ Bridgett Johnson-Elliott

roundwaters’ own, Kala
Cota, has recently announced that one of her poems,
“Holding Hands,” that was published in our Fall 2013 issue, was
chosen to be included in the
Chicken Soup for the Soul: Living with Alzheimer’s and Other
Dementias edition.
This book is a fundraiser for
Alzheimer’s research. According
to Kala, “I’m so pleased to be able
to honor my mom in this way. We did not choose this
journey she is on, but we will be by her side every step of
the way. This disease has not been her whole life, just a
small part of it and I want to celebrate the wonderful mom,
sister, grandma and friend that she has always been.
Alzheimer’s is a thief that robs family and friends of their
loved ones. I’m grateful to be even a small part of funding
the effort to find a cure for this horrible disease. I also find
comfort when I read about someone else’s Alzheimer’s journey and can make a connection with them, that I have felt
the same way or it’s okay to feel that way. I hope my small
contribution might touch someone else and give them comfort and let them know that they are not alone.”
Congratulations, Kala!

G

Here’s another of her poems:

I Grieve
Life isn’t going to turn out like I thought it would
Things won’t be the way I think they should
I’m watching you slowly take your leave
In my heart and mind, I grieve
You won’t know my new grandchild’s name
Our lives will never be the same
Your memory is fading, there’s no reprieve
Day by day it’s happening and I grieve
You can’t recall my name, I’m sure
Your memory is becoming just a blur
What it’s like for you, I can’t conceive
My heart breaks for you and I grieve

J

o-Brew and Pat Edwards have
just completed years of research on their joint project,
OREGON’S MAIN STREET:
U.S. Highway 99 “The Folk History.”
In 1913, the first shovelful of
dirt was turned by Oregon Governor Oswald West on the
Siskiyou Pass to mark the beginning of the construction of the
long-dreamed-of Pacific Highway through Oregon that would
join it to its neighbors, California to the south and
Washiington to the north. At the time, the whole State of
Oregon had only 25 miles of paved road. Even after construction of the highway had begun, it was mainly dirt and
gravel for quite some time. Federal money did not pour
into the project until 1921. Until that time, it was up to the
individual counties along the route to come up with the
funding to build the roads through each of their areas. By
its completion through the three states in 1926, it was
adopted as U.S. Highway 99 and was declared the longest
improved highway in the country by 1928.
Actually, the history of the highway began long before
1913. This book will cover how the route for the Pacific
Highway was determined through its use by trappers and
miners and eventually stage lines and the railroad. But,
just importantly, it will show how each of the settlements
along its route were formed and grew into prospering cities, small rural communities and some that are now considered ghost towns.
Join us on our journey through these communities as
we wend our way north from the California border where
the Oregon section of the Pacific Highway first started from
that shovelful of dirt. You’ll learn about some of the interesting, but lesser-known, aspects of their histories and the
people who were instrumental in making them what they
are today.
This 560-page book with original cover art by Lorane
artist, Karen Pidgeon, is expected to be available for purchase
on-line and in your local book stores by mid-October.

You have your good days, but those are rare
I’ve come to know that life isn’t fair
Someday you’ll grow tired and take your leave
But I have hope, I believe…
You’ll be whole again, every memory in place
When we meet at Heaven’s gates
But until that day, until they’re retrieved
I’ll hold on tight to every memory
And I’ll grieve.

~ Kala Cota

October 2014
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Scientific Voyeur
By John Henry

“Anything one can imagine, other men can make real.” – Jules Verne

R

ichard Throckmorton received the prestigious Royal
Academy of Science Lifetime Achievement Award.
At fifty-four, he was young for this prestigious accomplishment. He said he was being recognized for his scholarship,
research, perseverance and dumb luck.
I am working with Dr. Throckmorton on his autobiography. I asked him to respond to some questions as a framework of his life history. My first question was: How did
you become interested in science to begin with?
Dr. Throckmorton replied: “When I was a boy,
I was unpopular, unhappy and spoiled rotten. I
came from an upper-class background with
every old-school advantage. But I was a
wretched, pimpled shrimp of the foureyed variety. I was small for my age,
a punching bag at school, terrible at
sports, and cried myself to sleep quite
often. My father would chastise me thusly,
‘You are a Throckmorton and our kind have
died valiantly and fearlessly in all our
Majesties’ wars since the fourteenth century or there about. Richard. You have to buck up and show
the world you are a Throckmorton.’
“Somehow, Father’s pep talks always made me feel
more inferior, weak and miserable. My parents seemed to
take pains to show their approbation with me.
“I hope you don’t mind my infantile musings. You can
expunge this wallowing as you please. I’ll shortly get to
the point.”
And he frowned, looking off into space remembering
a brutally unhappy era in his early life.
“The short answer about my love affair with science is
that I owe it all to my Uncle Harrald. He set me firmly on
the path and continues to be a shining beacon...
“You wish me to embellish.
“Well, Uncle Harrald was and is an eccentric, even by
our Monty Python family standards. He is an excellent
unknown amateur painter, photographer, scientist and bon
vivant recluse. Harrald was, of course, born to wealth and
privilege and spends his time amusing himself by intruding on nature. He actually describes himself as a consummate voyeur.
“It’s not difficult recalling meeting Uncle Harrald for
the first time. But he’s been an integral component of my
life, studies and research; it’s difficult to remember that
there was a time before Harrald. He’s my mentor, colleague,
and, quite certainly, my best friend...
“Uncle Harrald. Hmmm... I was thirteen. Mother and
8
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Father were forced to take me on their vacation. Something went awry with whoever was to care-take me in their
absence. Like my parents, the vacation was stiff, formal
and boring. They were touring the Lake District in northern England with me stuffed in the rear seat between his
and her luggage. I was absolutely wretched, bored and
sweaty.
“Mother wanted to visit her ancestral home. Father
could play golf and go shooting. I would linger in the
shadows and not be a bother. I am an
only child, entering a stolid world of
petrifying adults who are the upper
crust of county society. We arrived and
I was even more ignored, yet reprimanded more frequently for being underfoot.
“The morning after we arrived, I awoke
early and began exploring my surroundings. I was quiet as a church mouse and
only our staff was up this early and they ignored
the little knock-kneed boy in short pants. I would never
open a closed door; so I wandered down hallways with
noble stained glass windows. I entered a gallery with tapestries and paintings which were horrid. There were grand
dames and knighted soldiers and statesmen. All family. I
kept walking and entered a largish hall of weapons and
armour.
“I stopped in mid-stride. There, a short distance to my
right was a gnome-like person seeming to rub his long,
hooked nose on a suit of armour’s helmet. He was not staff
and I tried to decide who or what he might be. He was not
normal at all. Was he one of the unmentionable mutants in
the family that they kept locked away in the tower?
“This oddity was in disheveled Oxford robes with hairy
legs sticking out. He had on a square scholar’s cap, a white
beard to his chest, thick glasses, was barefoot, staring into
a large magnifying glass. He was hovering inches over the
Medieval Armour headpiece.
“ ‘Come closer if you’ve a mind to, Boy.’
“In spite of my desire to disappear, I did move toward
the elephant-eared, under-five-feet-tall gnome, who was
as wide as he was tall.
“ ‘You’ve probably seen the family portrait gallery and
surmised I’m a throw-back to the Dark Ages... named
Harrald after the first Admiral in the clan.’
“All this was said without taking his left eye from the
magnifier.
“ ‘Take a look if you dare!’

“The eye glass was thrust out at me and my arm went
to fend it off, but grasped it and my right eye focused on
the helmet and there was a multi-legged, grotesque, shortsnouted, iridescent, blue-rimmed bug of some sort, slowly
moving toward the helmet’s nose hole. I was transfixed,
spying on the insect for probably too long.
“ ‘Boy, I require the return of that glass. Hold these
and feel free to add a line or shadow.’
“I stood near the gnome, Harrald, holding his small
sketch pad and #4 draftsman pencil.
“When my parents came down for breakfast, Harrald
and I were finishing our toast and jam sandwiches. Harrald
burped politely into his billowy sleeve and said, ‘Oh, I say
Glenda, I’ve a three-hand project this morning. Mind terribly if I borrow your lad?’
“Mother’s thin lips turned down at the corners and responded, ‘Harrald, if you require the boy to test an antivenom serum, NO, you may not. If you’re pulling wings
off flies, maybe some other time. Still up to your old adolescent tricks?’
“Father rumbled, which was as close to a laugh as I
ever heard from him. He snorted, ‘Darling, allow the boy
to play with Harrald. Keep him out of the way of the adults.’
“Uncle Harrald escorted me to the dungeon: his laboratory. We sat side by side. Harrald’s left eye was in his
microscope and my right eye was its counterpart. He had
coached me on focusing it. ‘So Master Richard, we are
searching for a pinkish squiggly, longish protozoan predator in the scum on our slides. Find the bugger and use the
graph paper to draw it. Pay particular attention if it attacks
a yellow roundish thing. Good hunting!’
“At lunch, mother received another request from
Harrald. ‘Glenda, any plan for the heir this afternoon? Lord
Smiley spotted a rare blue-winged butterfly on the purple
daisy in the wet meadow nearby. Could use the lad to assist his old uncle in the bog. Very safe; no venom. Promise
to return him unscathed. Might muddy him a tad in the
slogging about.’
“Father growled, ‘Good show! Rugged expedition,
fresh air, strenuous exercise! I say old chap, full speed
ahead! Take the lad!’
“That night, my parents were invited off to a whist tournament. Uncle Harrald waggled a finger at me after dinner
and we escaped to the lawn. He spread a blanket and we
lay there as he pointed out constellations and introduced
me to stellar navigation. Uncle Harrald sighed, ‘Richard, I
so relish peering at beautiful, fleeting things. Some of the
stars we’re admiring are billions of miles away and have
been burnt out and gone for possibly a million years or
more. Maybe, today is the last day they can ever be seen.
Gloria in Excelsis Deo!’
“I was in the kitchen, sipping hot cocoa and munching
butterscotch scones and discussing Jules Verne’s fiction of
space travel with Uncle Harrald. Mother entered and did

not wait for Uncle Harrald to finish his thought. She exclaimed, ‘Richard, we’ve been invited to Sir Carroll’s estate for a fox hunt. Your equestrian skills are not up to
scratch. We have decided to remand you to your
Grandmater’s supervision.’
“This was the best week of my life. Grandmater had a
migraine and kept to bed. Uncle Harrald had scientific
project after scientific project, one expedition and adventure after another for us. We scaled a steep, rocky promontory to observe eagle fledglings and their parents’ defensive behavior; went snorkeling to observe carp feeding on
trout smolt; sharing Uncle Harrald’s telescope until the wee
hours and observing the celestial majesty of Northern
Lights. From the minute to the cosmic, I learned to savour
the unknown, the hidden. Together we sketched and photographed everyday wonders and miracles that most people
were blind to. I experienced FUN for the first time; sharing in what my parents described as Uncle Harrald’s bizarre, unproductive, childish life.
“Like my Uncle Harrald, I can never get enough of
nature’s splendor. I’ve spent my life being a scientific voyeur, a peeping Tom of naked nature; just like him. These
days, my uncle mostly joins me on my adventures and adds
a line or a shadow in my sketch-book. If this autobiography amounts to anything, I think I’d like to dedicate it to
him for helping me capture the here and now in all directions and all time; and, of course, for saving me from a life
of boredom and being locked away in the ancestral tower.”

September
Summer days, waning days
The heavy stillness of that last summer day
A lazy hush upon the earth.
It is a time when we live to the fullest,
Treasuring each passing moment
Watching the shadows grow long,
the honeybees, more determined than ever
To gather their pollen.
The swallows, acrobats of the air
Seeming to fly for the mere joy of it.
Swirling clouds—floating faster
expecting change
Blue jays—screeching in the oaks
Flying off with acorns in their beaks.
Old Smokey—nickering by the garden fence
Watching the last ears of corn being picked.
Apples getting rosier and plumper on the trees
Woodsheds bursting with winter wood.
And so another summer season draws to a close–
With promises of another summer yet to come.
~ Dolly Ruth Smith
October 2014
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Making Amends
We’ve been hanging out together for
Six plus decades, you and me
You have given me untold pleasure and only a
Small measure of grief

Hear music of wind, Beethoven, tree frog, or feel my
Beloved’s touch.
Without you I could not have birthed four children,
Convulsed with grief, shouted for joy.

Still, when you don’t feel well
It cramps my style. I resent it.
I focused on your faults and limits
I so wanted you to be different,
I barely noticed your awesome gifts.

My most magical memories are of us:
Skiing down a mountain of snow
Running to catch waves at the beach
Dancing wildly, deliriously in jubilation of female abandon
Laughing, rolling and romping with my goats, dogs,
chickens and kits
Lying on ocean sand, soaking sun’s warmth
Zip-lining through jungle, flying in a tree swing
Curling in cozy blanket near cracking fire
Singing camp songs at night.
Eating shrimp on a skewer
Dear body, you made it possible.
All of it. I Bless you.

Endlessly I compared you to others, envied them, faulted
you,
Year after year finding you seriously wanting.
In my desperation to fit in
I put all my angst and blame on you.
I felt defective, not enough, less than,
I doubted my femininity, worth.
Not deserving to be included, I hid.
I told no one, but you I cursed.
In the shower today, looking at my lopsided flat chest,
one cancer-survived breast,
I realize my life-long, tragic, crippling mistake:
My body animal, welcomed enthusiastically by my lover,
Waits still for an accolade of acceptance.
Pleads for celebration
From... myself.
Now it’s time to give you center stage, to allow you, as
poet Mary Oliver says,
“Soft animal of my body to love what it loves”
Time to notice body feelings, bringing whatever they
bring: comfort, tears,
Singing or wild excitement, to recognize these as your
free gifts.
It is time, way past time, to allow you, human body
animal to
Seek comfort, welcoming touch, rest, refreshment,
Not run from but snuggle into the heart of your pain,
guilt, fear, joy,
To pay attention, listen deeply to all your needs.
Never again, judge you, push you aside, disparage or
Ignore you.
I see you today: Graceful as deer, lovely/vulnerable as
butterfly, strong as cheetah, playful as otter,
Nurturing as Mother bear, wise as elephant, clear
sighted as eagle.
Without you, I’m unable to dance untamed, experience
beauty of rose, moon, mountain, tree,
10
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I know your every cell is alive with energy, purpose and
memory.
Every cell imprinted with the way I have treated you.
How could I have chosen to fault and reject you for
some perceived flaw?
How foolish, abusive. I am so very sorry.
Please forgive me.
From this day I hold you in highest esteem, like royalty,
Declare your attributes to myself and others, pay
homage for
All you have bestowed: a sweet face, a lithe and graceful
carriage, a
Curious mind, strong slender fingers creating glass
lamps, windows,
Sculpting wood furniture and all manner of needle
wonders
And of late fingering music and crafting magic of words.
Most of all, I honor you for being a trustworthy Container for conscious,
Vibrant life.
In my remaining days or years I vow to treat you with
solicitous care.
Like I tend my beloved dog who is now elderly and
unable to see and bumps into things.
So I promise when you falter, stumble, wrinkle and give
way with weight of many years,
To understand with kindness. I will not abandon you
To over mindful doctors or waning support or criticism
of any sort.
Dear one, I am here for you, sweet, soft warm body.
Wise and gentle, I see you now. I love you, My Body
Beautiful.
~ Karen Wickham

Autumn II

Magic

Summer’s curse has thus hardened my soul
To the conceptions lovely Spring had bestowed.
I long for Autumn’s calm wind and idle thought
Untainted by reality and the dull of this world
As the leaves begin to fall
My paper heart strings are set;
Doors to my lost world reopened.
I am queen again
My people rejoice at my return
I am happy again
Winter fell,
And I finally thawed.
~ A. M. Wied

No one knows why the magic died.
Young children knew it best.
Their stick horses snorting
through their riders lips,
galloping faster than the wind
across prairie’s broad vistas
chasing buffalo or escaping Indians.
Their planes zoom silent into blue skies,
launched from playground swings.
Snow crystals formed winter’s art
and summer days stretched endless hours
as clouds formed clear pictures
high above their prone pallet on summer’s grass
and an ant struggled by
carrying a food crumb bigger than itself.
Young lovers knew it, too.
A brushing of hands stirred pulsing heartbeats,
hearing tender music— a song theirs alone,
and a soda shared with two straws was nectar.

Blue Lake
(In memory of Phill Draper)
The trail wound up the steep mountain
for several miles,
enclosed on both sides by old growth timber
as far as you could see.
Our footsteps were muffled by centuries
of evergreen needles that covered the forest floor.
Our breathing was heavy and voices subdued
as we intruded into the gathering of giants respectful of their silent vigil.
In a few short years they would be gone impossible to replace.
Six miles passed before
we went up and around the last it is just around the corner when we caught the glimmer of sunlight
off the shimmering blue deep in a canyon.
We understood where the lake got its name.
We spent the next several hours wrapped in silence hearing nothing but the lap of waves on the shore the moan of the soft wind in the trees,
and trout splashing as they came to the net.
All too soon, it was time to start the walk out.
The next time – only two of us would return.
~ Doug Russell, 1961
Springfield Oregon

Even grown-ups knew it sometimes,
their baby’s first smile predicted a destiny,
its first word, so clearly mama,
and there was Johnny’s first homerun.
If only it could have lasted forever.
Perhaps—
It’s waiting for my vision to clear?
~ Gus Daum

Memories Lost
Enraptured by the passion that you saw in my eyes
I think you miscalculated what was hidden behind them.
You fell so quickly, and yet you shied away as well.
Now I feel as if you’ve been submerged in your own
inner hell.
You loved me like I hoped for, and I kept my promise
true.
Yet now in the midst of loneliness it seems you’ve
started to come unglued.
If I disappeared in a moment’s notice, and our flame of
love was gone
would you miss the scent of my skin?
Would you wish that I weren’t gone?
Would you remember the smile I gave you?
Or wish to keep me close at hand?
Or would the past flicker of your heart
come to claim you in what you wished you would have
had?
~ Sai Johnson
October 2014
Groundwaters
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Out of Harm’s Way

By Jeanette-Marie Mirich

I

n the winter of ‘41 Dad was a senior in high school. It
is difficult to pin Dad down on timing when it comes to
dates. We have always attributed it to memory loss from a
diving accident he had just after W.W. II. I asked him once
where he was when he heard the news of Pearl Harbor.
“Heard Roosevelt’s speech four or five times. You know
the one,” he stated one Christmas. “Yesterday, December
7, 1941—a date which will live in infamy—the United
States was suddenly and deliberately attacked by the naval
and air forces of the Empire of Japan.’ That’s how the President opened his speech to Congress. I remember him saying that.” Dad nodded to himself then went on as if hearing it in his head.
“There is no blinking at the fact that our people, our
territory and our interests are in grave danger.” Ol’
Roosevelt called it an unprovoked and dastardly attack’
and promised that ‘with all unbending determination of
our people we will gain the inevitable victory,” Dad finished solemnly.
I was seated on the floor amid wrapping paper and babies as he spoke. “What were you doing when you first
heard the news?” I probed again.
“December 7th 1941 we trooped to Mass thinking of
Christmas and a break from school. I know that because
Mother made us go to Mass every Sunday even if we were
sick. I don’t recall much of the day. Probably threw down
Sunday dinner and then goofed around with the guys. I
was at the corner of Vernor Highway and 23rd when we
heard the report on the radio. Stopped us flat. The next day
the President spoke to Congress and on the radio. He was a
great talker.” Dad picked up his newest grandson and extracted a blue ribbon from his mouth.
“Of course my cousin Clarence York was drafted in
the service right away,” he continued. “Sonny, that’s what
we called him, was one of the first drafted. We were very
close and I wanted to stay with him so I joined the Navy
too.”
“When?”
“Before Christmas. It was a big shock to all my family.
I doctored-up my birth certificate, had my sister sign my
mother’s name on the papers and I signed a few myself.
Found out my name was spelled wrong on my birth certificate. The nurse had spelled my first name with a “w” in
it and my second name with an “o.” Lowell Dole instead
of Lovell Dale. Sixty years later I had to change it because
they wouldn’t give me a passport to leave the United States.
Said I couldn’t prove who I was! Here the Military had all
my records under my name, sent me to combat and my
school records were under the name of Lovell, but they
wouldn’t accept that. I had to get a note from my mother,
The Church or someone who knew me more than 10 years
saying that this was what my name was supposed to be.
12
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The Navy didn’t have that problem in 1941. They weren’t
too picky in those days.”
“By the time Roosevelt called for a National Day of
Prayer on January 1st, Sonny and I were at boots in Chicago: The Great Lakes Naval Camp. Toward the end of
our training they put him on guard duty for the day and me
on guard duty for the night. My battalion got shots while I
was on duty so I was instructed to head down to this huge
auditorium and get my overseas vaccinations. They had
all these tables put up and you go down one side and they
put red mercurochrome on your arm and they give you
shots in it then you go down another side and they swab on
a yellow-looking stuff and give you shots in it.”
“I followed another battalion through and went down
one side and they gave me about 3 shots in my right arm
then went to the next table and they gave me all these shots
in my left arm. Then I went to the next table and they gave
me all these shots and the next table they gave me some
more. I got back to the barracks and found out I had double
of all the things they were giving me. In two days I broke
out with multi-colored bumps.”
“They didn’t know what I had because I looked like
something from Mars. They put me in a glass room and
wouldn’t even come in the room, but put things through a
window for me to eat. Nobody would come near me. I felt
pretty bad. I had a high fever and all these rashes and everything. I was in there about two weeks. Finally when I
got over it they decided they would let me out and send me
back to duty. One of the little kickers of the Navy is that
the people who wait on you in the hospital, who wash the
floors and do the dishes are former patients. In order for
you to get out of the hospital you have to spend two days
for every day you’re sick, doing scut work. This way they
got your help and plenty of it.”
“You name the job, I did it. Once they gave me a can of
green paint and a brush and set me opposite a wall in the
psycho ward. I started slathering paint on the wall. I set the
brush aside to scratch and a young man came over, picked
up the brush and painted a perfect circle in the middle of
the floor. Without a word he replaced my brush on the paint
can and stepped into his two foot circle. Guess he thought
he was safe in there.” Dad shook his head and glanced at
the fire snapping in the grate.
“When I finally earned my way out of there, Sonny
and the battalion were already aboard ship and heading
out. I had to finish boots and get my orders. It was a lonely
time without Sonny. The days got longer, weather warmer
and I used to go out in the evenings and sit and play my
harmonica. Just listen to the train whistles, play a few songs,
enjoy it. I love to hear those old whistles especially if its
raining. Did you ever hear a train whistle when it’s raining?”

Almost Deaf in America

Birthdays
I wrote a little poem when I turned 85,
Never dreaming that age 90 would find me still alive!

Now I contemplate the changes that extra time has
brought,
And treasure every moment those extra years have
bought!
Our family’s changed, added one or two.
Sadly, though, we’ve also lost a few.
I’m such a lucky lady, though, for I still have my mate,
And loving children, their offspring too, and that is truly
great.
They are always there for us if we should be in need,
But never make us feel that we’re so old that we can’t
proceed!
Our knees may creak, our bones are weak,
But still we get around.
Health, some wealth, food and shelter too,
Our gratitude abounds.
Birthdays tend to lead you to look back on your life,
To reminisce and think about the times of joy or strife.
You recall the memories, and there’s always good and
bad,
And if you’re wise, you throw away the ones that make
you sad.
For time is far too precious to waste on “might have
been,”
Just concentrate on the “glass half-full,” and joy will
come again!
Why I’ve been gifted so many years,
To me seems very odd.
I’ve simply learned that I’m content
To leave it all to God!

By Mario

G

rowing up almost deaf, my speaking volume was getting on everyone’s nerves – not my
family’s mind you; it was the neighbors and friends. They
kept asking me to tone it down.
Well, toning it down is still a problem for me, seems
like more now than ever. However, my wife keeps nudging me when I get carried away while trying to listen to
my own voice. I really think talking loud is a way of encouraging my audience to speak up.
At a very young age, my mother and I would practice
lip reading. She would silently mouth the words and I
would say them. I got pretty good at lip reading. Now when
talking to another person, my eyes are on their lips.
Just yesterday, while talking to a sales person, as she
turned her back to me still talking about her product, I
couldn’t decipher a word she was saying. You see, I only
hear about half of what’s being said and then I just guess
at the rest of the conversation. This is why I like to read,
because when reading, I don’t miss a word.
As far as being in the know about daily happenings,
most deaf and hard-of-hearing people have difficulty keeping abreast. My brother Lehman, however, taught me how
to keep up with the times by reading.
“Read Marion read. In reading, you can keep up with
what’s going on in your surroundings. Also, you’ll know
more of the world than most folks and appear much more
intelligent.”
So, I read every magazine, especially the Saturday
Evening Post and every comic book I came across. Therefore, I know what a pixel is and also lots of other useless
stuff. Sometimes, though, we can become such a boor by
spouting off every little tidbit we know. So my advice, is
to just give out what you’re asked about and no more, unless you happen to be a teacher, preacher or maybe, a lawyer.
Face it, being almost deaf sucks, but we do overcome.

~ Patty Byers- 2014

Mount Saint Helens
Crisp autumn sunlight
Halos the smoke ringed mountain
Earth moves beneath me.
J.M. Mirich

October 2014
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Poe the Crow

The Craziness of ALiCe iN WondErlAnd
SynDromE

I

have a rare type of migraine(thanks to a brain injury I
suffered) that’s called Alice in Wonderland Sydrome,
named so because Lewis Carroll had this type of migraine
and it gave him ideas for Alice (or, another way of looking
at it is, he lived Alice’s Adventures). Last night, I had a
really bad episode and my mom gave me a pen and paper
to calm me down—which sometimes works, actually. And
when I woke up there was a smattering of writing in crazy
disarray all over my notepad. And it was the following. So
I was hoping to share it to see if it’s even any good, or if
it’s too crazy and doesn’t make sense unless you’re the
one having the hallucinatory experience.
Wherever you step, you’ve been there before.
Don’t follow your brain, should you choose to explore;
The tilts and the twirls your eyes tell you you see.
They’re not really there… but I wouldn’t trust me.
You think this sounds crazy?
I once thought so too.
But it happened to me.
It could happen to you.
No matter how hard you fight it or cry
Untruths bound around, freed by your own mind’s eye.
This cannot be real
As things that ARE NOT come true
Don’t sit there so certain
It could come for you too.
The mirror draws closer, the wall shrinks away
As it looms right above, you fear that you may
Finally have cracked, you are losing your mind.
Your breathing erratic, your body confined.
But now is no time to be questioning sanity.
The mirror still awaits you, a terror-some vanity.
You think this sounds crazy
I once thought so too.
But it’s happening to me
When will it happen to you?
The mirror now floats from side to side
It is coming for you, but don’t trust your eye.
You can cover the mirror,
But can’t hide nor take flight
When your mind sets to chasing you
All through the night.
You think this sounds crazy
I once thought so too.
This has happened to me…
Will it happen to you?
~ Experienced firsthand by: Brittany Postle
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By Norm Maxwell

A

few days ago we seem to have been adopted by a
semi-domesticated crow. We have had crows case the
place before. They stay 20 yards away from the house and
study the situation for ambushes and booby traps. If you
throw something like a freezer burned pork chop out on
the lawn, they gaze longingly at it from afar and then cautiously hop a few feet closer and glare suspiciously at the
house. Then a little closer until finally the bravest of them
makes the final rush, spears the pork chop and flies away
with it.
Poe wanders unconcernedly under the bird feeders
within ten feet of the house, sampling bird seed and suet
cake fragments thrown down by frantic jays as they mine
for sunflower seeds and toss the tare on the ground. When
Ben the Bengal cat comes galloping around the house, Poe
will sort of hop into the apple tree until he is sure that the
cat isn’t after him. I can walk to within five feet of the bird.
He can fly. When the gang of 11 turkeys come around to
check under the bird feeders late morning, one jake makes
it his life mission to chase the crow off, pecking at him
until he flies to the nearest tree.
As soon as the turkey loses interest, Poe is back on the
ground covering the area looking for lunch in the grass of
the football field-sized back lawn. I dubbed him Poe after
a crow in Sterling Norths’ Rascal. I thought about naming
him Hans Hochbien, but decided Poe was simpler. Sometimes, Poe has a buddy who patrols the backyard with him.
You can tell them apart at a glance. Poe wanders aimlessly
as if lost in thought and the wild bird hops around keeping
an eye on everything at once. Poe seems like a young bird
although it is hard to tell. I think he must roost in the fir
hedge at night. He never seems to fly far.

Cowboy
He is up and down
with the sun
longer in the winter season
he is what skill is to reason
perfection, seasoned
a lantern of hope in my
cavern of demons
I want to cry out,
point,
sing a song
I’m afraid if I so
much as whisper
he will be gone
~ Terah Van Dusen

An Answered Prayer
By Larry Chura

W

hen I was a young boy, I was told often that God
does not measure time as man measures time. I, of
course, took this as a grown-up excuse for why I didn’t get
something when I prayed for it, as my parents told me to
do. This was especially so in one very important part of
my life.
The 4-H Club and ranch were right across the street
from my home. Because of this I learned a lot about the
care and feeding of many different kinds of animals. The
one animal that touched my heart the most, the one that I
could never have or touch was a seal! My parents did their
best to explain to me why I couldn’t have a seal. To a sevenyear-old, there weren’t reasons enough. When logic failed,
my parents told me to pray and ask God for it. I soon figured out in seven-year-old logic that my parents weren’t
going to get me a seal, and that was that.
Time passed in years and the 4-H Club was replaced
with Little League. This in turn was replaced with cars and
girls and jobs. In other words, I grew up. Later I also got
married, became a father and helped raise my family. After
a time, I started collecting sandcast, wood, porcelain and
stuffed seals. Whenever I looked at them, I felt the old
remembered joys of a seven-year-old again!
Recently my wife and I took a mini-vacation on the
Oregon Coast at Bandon. It is quite an undertaking as it
requires driving over two mountain ranges and consumes
more than five hours of travel time. On the last day of our
vacation on the coast, my wife and I took a final walk on
the beach before starting our drive home. We were both
stalling, trying to soak up as much as we could. We were
dragging our feet heading back on the beach to the car,
when something caught my eye at the water’s edge. Lying
down on the wet sand with his head lifted up looking at me
was a full grown seal! Like a shot, the seven-year-old boy
inside me walked into the water to the seal. The man that I
am, led by the boy inside, reached down and patted its side
and touched his nose. The seal turned his head towards me
and opened his mouth. He wanted to be fed! That’s when I
saw a yellow tag on the seal’s right flipper and knew that it
had been nursed back to health by people. There was a sea
life rescue station not too many miles away, and the seal
must have been released recently. This, of course, was why
it allowed me near it. The seven-year-old boy inside me
was happier than on any Christmas morning. His greatest
wish and prayer had finally been answered! Both of us had
finally touched a seal and looked into his eyes. What I saw
was acceptance and a look of “I’ve been waiting for you.”
The seal turned back to the ocean and I walked up to my
wife, who had been watching the seal and me from the
sand.

My wife and I held hands and started walking on the
beach back to the car. That’s when I realized that I was
crying, not tears of pain, but tears of joy! In my mind’seye I suddenly saw my parents telling me as a seven-yearold boy again, “to pray for my seal.” I’m very grateful,
especially now, that I did!
Larry Chura was born in Toronto, Canada. He immigrated to the US
with his parents and older sister when he was a young boy. He was
raised and educated in the US but went back to the plains of
Saskatchewan most summers with his parents to visit his aunts, uncles
and cousins. He takes pride in the fact that he is a naturalized US
citizen and has enjoyed the two perspectives allowed him by this. He
has recently retired and can now go back to one of his first loves, the
writing of short stories.

Peace
Peace you’ll find, is in a state of mind,
You see it’s mainly in your head.
That’s what we’re all trying to find,
But we run out of time instead.
That smell and the feel of wood heat,
On a cold and snowy morn.
Wood all split and stacked up neat,
There’s peace in the work that keeps us warm.
There’s peace in that tired old feeling,
You’ve grown to love each night.
In playing the hand that life is dealing,
And knowing you’ve played it right.
Peace lives in each and every one,
Pity them that never find it.
A war not waged is never won,
No spoils reward the violent.
There’s peace in the roar of rolling thunder,
And the lightning can strike your soul.
The crash and flash are works of wonder,
Lighting skies as dark as coal.
There’s the peace a tended garden lends,
To live off your own lands.
There’s peace in the pain of a back that bends,
And love in the touch of calloused hands.
~ Michael J Barker
October 2014
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Moments of Valor
The Memory Box: A Memoir
By Mary Alexander

I

became an orphan in 1991. I was fifty-seven years old.
I thought, you knew this was coming, you’re not a child,
pull yourself together and just do what needs doing. That’s
what Mom would tell you.
Mom, at eighty-three, succumbed to the complications
of a stroke, but not until ten miserable months were spent
in a nursing home, robbed of mobility and speech. She was
a widow for 23 years, but zealously independent before
the stroke, living a hard life without flinching or whining.
Her modest funeral brought together the remnants of
our family and caused me to remember many others no
longer living. After family and friends paid their respects
and left, the house was shatteringly empty and silent. I put
Mom’s belongings in the guest closet and shut the door. I
promised myself to sort through them later, when my emotions weren’t so raw.
Fifteen years later I decided it was time to tend to the
boxes. I dragged the suitcase out of the closet and strained
to lift the cardboard boxes from the corner. One box was
filled with needlework and linens I recognized from my
childhood, crocheted doilies done by my grandmother’s
hands, embroidered dresser scarves and bits of lace too
precious to discard. The suitcase contained Mom’s last
outfits before her final illness. The emptied suitcase I stowed
in the garage, the linens and handwork in my linen closet.
That left one box containing items Mom had stored years
before. I felt obliged to sort these carefully. What these
revealed were heartrending vignettes of family history.
A letter dated August 18, 1937 from my Uncle “Ike:”
“Dear Bill and Berenice: How are things going for you
at this time? I hope you are well. It’s not so good here in
Topeka. I got laid off two months ago and Elsie barely makes
enough for groceries. The gas and electric have given notice that they’re shutting off service in ten days if we don’t
pay something on the bills. I hate to ask, but I don’t know
what else to do. Could you please send us ten, or even five
dollars to help out? I’m sure to find some work soon.
“Evelyn is working at the Five and Dime. She’s engaged to be married next month. No fancy wedding. The
boys are well. Richard delivers groceries after school to
help keep us going. Bobby mows yards for a few pennies.
Elsie sends her love.
“Please don’t say anything to Dad and Mom. They’ve
got enough to handle with Dad’s bad heart. Love, Leslie.”
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Uncle Leslie was Mom’s half brother and his proper
name was Leslie Isaac Laird. I never knew why the family
called him “Ike,” but it stuck. He was my grandfather’s
son from his first marriage. Uncle Ike’s mother died in a
tragic fire when she was expecting her third child. Grandfather married my grandmother to care for his two boys.
Mom was the eldest of the four later offspring.
The following winter Uncle Ike made a second plea
for money in another letter saved in Mom’s box. By spring
of 1938 my parents, the “Bill and Berenice” of the letter,
were both laid off from their jobs with Swift and Company in Los Angeles. Dad opted to pack everything into a
homemade trailer and find greener pastures for his family
in Oregon. Within six months Uncle Ike brought his family from Kansas to the rented farmhouse we shared in
Oregon’s Willamette Valley.
The Box had other letters that touched my heart. A
letter to his mother and father from my Uncle Phil dated
June 1942:
“Dear Mom and Dad: It’s hot here in north Florida
and they don’t give us time off to swim in the Gulf. Hurlburt
Field covers a big hunk of land, including swamps. I guess
they want us to be able to survive in the jungles where the
Japs are hiding out. Don’t worry about me, though, I’m
fine, and have even gained weight.
“I don’t know for certain how long I’ll be here. They’re
supposed to send us somewhere else for flight training.
“I hope you’re taking good care of yourselves. Mom, I
never thought you would wind up in defense work .
“Please look after my dear Ethelmae. I worry about
her. Love, Your Son, Phil.”
Uncle Phil had married his high school sweetheart in
1938. He joined the Army Air Corps soon after Pearl Harbor and was sent to Hurlburt Field when he finished basic
training. It is located on the panhandle of Florida. As fate
would have it, in 1965, my Air Force husband was stationed in the same area at Eglin Air Force Base. During
the Vietnam War Hurlburt was the training camp for Army
Rangers.
Ethelmae was stricken with tuberculosis just months
after Uncle Phil’s enlistment. He applied for compassionate discharge and, because he had been employed in a line
of work critical to the war effort, he was released and returned to his job for the phone company.
Ethelmae recovered, but her health remained fragile

throughout her lifetime. Uncle Phil’s devotion never wavered. They had a beautiful loving marriage for fifty-nine
years.
Several of the letters Mom saved were from my Uncle
Harold to his parents dated throughout 1942, 1943, and
1944. One letter was particularly poignant:
“Dear Folks: You know by now that I was wounded
and now I am where I can write to you, only you can see
it’s not my handwriting. The Red Cross volunteer is writing it for me since I have to stay lying flat. I took some
pieces of shrapnel in my back. They fished them out and
have sewed me up and tell me I should be almost good as
new pretty soon. I’m not paralyzed or anything like that
and I didn’t lose any important parts. I guess I did lose a
lot of blood when it happened.
“I’m almost back in the states. I’m in a hospital in
Hawaii. The nurses don’t wear grass skirts and I don’t have
any interest in being on a beach, even if it is Waikiki. I’ve
had enough of that for the rest of my life. They showed us
the newsreel of taking Iwo Jima. Well, I spent three days
and nights in a foxhole on the beach there before they could
get me and the other guys who were wounded back onto a
boat. I saw them putting the flag up from where I was, the
same picture you probably saw in the newsreel.
“Give little Barbara a hug for me when you see her.
I’m glad Betty lets her spend time with you. I miss all of
you and hope when they send me Stateside I’ll be close
enough for you to come see me.
“Mom, I hope you’re not working too hard. Dad, are
you keeping that hedge trimmed and the grass mowed?
“Well, that’s about it for now. They feed me good here,
not C-rations, but I still miss your biscuits and gravy, Mom.
Love, Harold.”
Uncle Harold was older than Uncle Phil and married
with two children, Barbara and little Patsy, when the war
broke out. Marital problems resulted in a separation and
divorce, with Aunt Betty returning from Oregon to California to live with her parents. Uncle Harold responded by
joining the Navy, the Seabees, actually. He was among those
who paid the costly price of retaking the islands in the Pacific.
He did recover from his injuries, though he dealt with
back pain the rest of his life. He and Betty ultimately reconciled and bought a small acreage in Saginaw, Oregon
after his folks, my maternal grandparents, moved there
following the war. Barbara and I were in the same grade
and wound up spending part of our freshman year in the
same high school in Cottage Grove. Patsy grew up and
became a nurse, married Doctor Richard Shoemaker, and
lives in Eugene. Barbara is in Springfield.

and Mother’s Day cards from my Dad; even a recipe for
Taco Salad printed in Dad’s distinctive script. There were
funeral memorial cards from the many family members
who passed on before Mom, including one for my maternal great-grandmother who died in 1935. And photos of
relatives dating back to 1890 and up to1990. One amazing
large photo was of a major train wreck that happened in
1908. Both of my grandfathers had been career railroad
men so they may have worked on the salvage operation of
that misfortune. I wish I knew the whole of that story.
When I finely reached the bottom of The Box I knew I
could not part with a single thing. I decided to share the
letters with my only sister, assured that she too would want
to preserve them. All my aunts and uncles are gone now, as
are most of my cousins. Perhaps my grandchildren will
have some interest in the bits and pieces of our family history that I found in the memory box.

There were notes and letters in The Box from Mom’s
sister, Dad’s nephew, my sons, my letters home from my
three years in Japan and my four years in Europe; birthday

~ A.M. Wied

Again & Again
Again and again, my love, again
My carousel heart turns
You love me, you love me not
You love me more than anything
Or so I thought
Back and forth, darling, we sway
Like an autumn leaf
Before it falls to the ground
Slowly, without regret
Not a sound
Listen to the rain, it falls for us
Again and again, my love, again.
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Remote Cabin

A Chicken Hymn
To the Tune of “Simple Gifts”

fall arrives! when did everything begin its dying?
you talk of fall’s quiet beauty, experienced from your
remote forest cabin
but what is quiet and what is beauty?
the wind blows with a desperate melancholy, tugging all
life from the trees.
the rain gently falls, washing away all bloody tree sap,
residue and leaf decay
compounding minerals and sediment... below.
nothing around me is quiet... can’t you hear the moaning....
now all of this fall life, noisily scrambles to defend herself
against the coming wicked chill.
and as for me...
I choose to lie under those coming winter pillows
of dense snow mounds
where there is certainty of deep stillness... and beauty
there, no life dares to die.
perhaps... I will find quiet and beauty
me, a woman without a remote forest cabin.
and under those icy mounds
I will wait for the thaw.
~ Barbara Newman

Lodge
Not stuck, but sticking
a perch from which to buzz at July afternoons
a commitment to the good life
with all its pleasures and pain,
free to fly at any moment
but staying here now,
in the best of all possible worlds.
The stream of life washes all
to the point where the current
meets resistance.
Some stay pinned against the wall,
some paddle to get back in the flow,
some dig in, lodging themselves
into place, clutching the view.
Knowing when to flow and
when to stick...
one is instinct, one’s a trick.
~ Emily Horton
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(Verse 1)
’Tis a gift to be a chicken,
’Tis a gift to be free,
To cross any road
To where you want to be.
Whether by sunny days
Or by darkest night.
Crossing a road
Brings pure delight.
(Refrain)
If you haven’t flown the coop
You’d better do it now
Or become chicken soup.
Now all must take risks
To gain liberty
And become happy chickens
Who are truly cage-free.
(Verse 2)
Do you wish to escape
Or lay eggs every day?
Have you hatched a plan
Without further delay?
Just follow your heart,
Then run right across,
And if the farmer says no,
Tell him, “You’re not my boss!”
(Refrain)
(Verse 3)
But first you must look left
And then you must look right
To see if any cars
Are within chicken sight.
Now, you mustn’t forget,
Or it’s sure that you will
Get run right overAnother road kill.
(Refrain)
~ Rachel Rich and Ann Villarqui
(after too much coffee)

My Experience with the
Washing Machine
By Dale Dickson

O

ur family of five rambunctious boys, a loyal dog,
our father and mother was living in the small village
of Sheakleyville, in Western Pennsylvania in pre-World
War II days. My father had presented our hard-working
mother with her first electric washing machine.
When I was four years old, I often accompanied her when
she did the laundry in our basement. I was fascinated how
she washed anything which needed cleaning, then run them
through the wringer on the washer to remove excess water
before she hung them on the clothes line to dry in the sun.
Mother had to leave the clothes in the washer one day
in order to attend to another chore upstairs. She probably
assumed I was following her, but I hadn’t.
I decided I would help mother by putting the clothes
through the wringer. I just knew mother would be pleased
with me by wringing the clothes. All went well as I fed the
clothes into the wringer, until I kept my hand on an article
too long. Suddenly my hand was swallowed by the wringer
and I couldn’t pull it out!
My arm was slowly drawn into the rollers. I didn’t know
what to do. By now it was up to my elbow. That’s when I
started calling for Mother. Fortunately she heard my cries
and hurried to the basement. By then my arm was being
rolled up to my shoulder and kept rolling and rolling on
my upper arm.
Mother quickly pushed the release lever and the
pressure on my arm
ceased. Mother removed
my arm and soothed my
crying. The flesh on my triceps was crumbled, rolled
up, and bleeding.
Mother quickly placed
me in our 1938 Chevrolet
and drove to the nearest
doctor in Hadley, Pennsylvania, five miles away. He
applied medicated salve
and dressed my wound.
My wound healed quickly, but I was left with a barely
noticeable fold of skin on my triceps. The fold is still there,
and I can detect it if I glance in a mirror while toweling off
after a shower. It is a visible remembrance of playing around
the washing machine.
Once when I was working around others while wearing a t-shirt, an alert companion noticed my triceps and its
barely visible fold of skin. When he inquired about it I just
told him my arm was caught in a wringer when I was a
young lad, and this is enough to make him shake his head
in disbelief and change the subject.

A Love Song
The radio plays some sweet tune of the day.
It grips, it wheedles, caresses.
All those promises roll out,
All stops, they are pulled out,
But they’re just lies in pretty white dresses.
You know who you are will suffice
So much is born of adversity.
The saddest of these is the love song:
A call to the heart from some other grown cold.
Let there never be a love song for me.
“Let go of your head and just follow your heart,
Stay moving, keep moving, stay shallow
Life’s all about love and the one you dream of
Yes, they dream of you, too, don’t you know?”
But oh, who you are will suffice
So much is born of adversity.
The saddest of all is the love song:
A call to the heart from some other grown cold.
Let there never be a love song for me.
Oh, a gift wrapped up with “I’m sorries”
Is too heavy a burden to bear.
I’ll just pardon your faults and savor the simple,
Just don’t ever let me hear a love song for me.
Yeah, who you are will suffice.
So much is born of adversity.
The saddest of all is the love song:
A call to the heart from some other grown cold.
Let there never be a love song for me.
~ Kristen Hendricks
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Pet Day at School
Ron Veneski

A

fter nearly three months of summer vacation, Clifford
was happy to be back in class at Fritzville Junior High
School. He especially liked going to Science class, dubbed
Kingston’s Zoo. The room was crammed with plants, rocks,
microscopes and especially live animals of all kinds. This
was Clifford’s kind of place.
Clifford loved going into that room especially on Fridays because Mr. Kingston would let you take home the
critter of choice if you had a permission slip signed by a
parent. Cliff was absent on Thursday so he couldn’t pick
up the slip to be returned on Friday. He begged Mr.
Kingston to let him take something home, but the teacher
was firm; no note no critters.
Cliff, whose most hated word in the English language
was “no,” changed his strategy. He asked the teacher to
call his mother to see if it was okay to let him bring something home. The teacher relented and called, but before he
hung up he handed the phone to Cliff to get his mother’s
instructions. “Clifford you know my 3 rules: (1) small; (2)
non-poisonous; and (3) Not prone to biting... plus it would
help if it doesn’t smell bad.”
Cliff was in Seventh Heaven now that he could choose
something to take home for the weekend. Mindful of his
Mother’s rules, he looked at the available specimens. He
immediately ruled out Burmese Python (3' - too big); the
tarantula (too scary); and rat (big teeth and smelly).
Then he found something that met all of his Mother’s
criteria. They were 2-3-inches long, 1-inch wide, slightly
curved on top, flat on bottom, brownish in color and native to the Island of Madagascar off the Coast of Africa.
He just knew his mom would be delighted with his choice...
Hissing Cockroaches.
Mr. Kingston gave Cliff a plastic aquarium to keep the
insects in and enough food to last them several days. As a
safety precaution, Mr. Kingston secured the top of the container to the bottom with tape to keep the lid from coming
off. They then slid the container into a large brown grocery bag, folding the top of the bag over several times sealing it closed. Mr. Kingston’s last words of advice were
“Do not open this bag until you get home and are safely
inside. Do you understand me?”
“Yes Sir,” Clifford replied, and headed off to ride the
school bus home.
Clifford ran from the bus stop to his house and immediately to his bedroom. He called to his seven-year-old sister, Daisy, to show her what he brought home from school.
He unwrapped the package and pulled out the plastic box.
Removing the lid, Clifford extracted six of the roaches and
placed them on the bedspread. The roaches meandered off
in different directions.
Cliff’s mom, Lilly, entered the house and called out to
the kids. Cliff shouted back “We’re in my room.”
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“How was school,” she asked, and both kids replied,
“Fine.”
After a brief stop in the kitchen to wash her hands,
Lilly headed to Cliff’s room. Upon entering the room she
saw several pieces of what appeared to be wood on the
bedspread except they were moving. Lilly let out an almost inaudible gasp. “Whaaat did you bring home from
school?”
Cliff hesitated then thought to himself, she asked, so I
better tell her. “Hissing Cockroaches,” he replied.
“Hissing what?” his mom asked in a tone bordering on
hysteria.
“Cockroaches, Hissing Cockroaches from Madagascar, an island off the coast of Africa. I think they are really
cool, don’t you?”
“No, I don’t, now get those disgusting bugs off your
bed and back into that box” Lilly demanded as she backed
out of the room slamming the door behind her. “Do not
come out of your room or open the door until you have
caught every last one and put them safely back into the
box. Then come out to the kitchen – we need to talk.”
As soon as Cliff rounded up his charges, he prepared
to meet with his mom. “Well Daze, it looks like we could
be in trouble.”
Daisy replied, “Unh, uh! Not me. You are the one who
brought these ugly bugs home.”
Cliff decided it was time to face the music and headed
for the kitchen. By the look on Lilly’s face he could tell
she was not happy.
“Clifford, explain something to me. What were you
thinking when you chose cockroaches to bring home from
school?”
“Well,” Clifford replied, “you said whatever animal I
picked had to be small, non-poisonous, didn’t bite and
doesn’t smell bad, so I thought these would be perfect.
Isn’t that what you said?”
“Yes it is, but why cockroaches?”
“Because none of the other animals met those requirements.”
Lilly was speechless, he was absolutely right and Lilly
admitted it. “But why cockroaches, Clifford? Why cockroaches?”
“Because the only other animals that were suitable and
available were a tortoise which was injured and fish which
are too difficult to transport. Besides, they are really cool
insects. When disturbed they make a loud hiss to startle
potential predators by forcing air out of their abdominal
air holes called spiracles. They are nocturnal, slow-moving and live in the forest in rotting logs and woody debris
on the ground, feeding on rotten fruit. Plus, the female,
after mating, carries egg cases inside her body for about
60 days. Then she gives birth to 30-60 nymphs, or babies,

which reach maturity in about seven months. In one year
you could have a population of hundreds of cockroaches.
Isn’t that awesome?”
Lilly’s pulse rate zoomed up to about 250 beats per
minute. Lilly didn’t know if she should dial 911 for an
ambulance in case she passed out or call the exterminator
to get rid of the roaches. She looked at Clifford and told
him, “Those bugs have to go back to school on Monday,
never to be brought home again. They will also stay in the
box with the lid taped on so they can’t get out.”
Clifford was disappointed, but complied with his
mother’s wishes. He said he loves animals and thought it
might be fun to have them around. He also reminded his
mother that he had been asking her if they could get a dog
for two years and her standard reply was always “When
you get a little older and can take care of it.”
Monday morning Cliff carried the brown paper bag
with the roach hotel safely secured inside back to Kingston’s
Zoo. When asked how it all worked out at home, Cliff said,
“Not so good. My little sister thought the roaches were
ugly and my mother was terrified at the mere sight of them.
That’s the bad news. The good news is that my mom thinks
I’m now old enough to have a dog, so we’re going to the
animal shelter to adopt one... “No biters, no puppies, short
hair and under forty pounds – please!”

On the Laundering of Socks
My socks, your socks and her socks
swimming in a sea of grime
of hunting bugs in the summer yard
of mud and life sublime.
Now tumbling, swirling, spinning, twirling
with your socks through the air
where my socks learn to dance,
dizzy and free from care.
Then jumbled crazy colors
flung exhausted on the floor
sparking and full of breath they cling –
not ready for the drawer.

A Day at Grandma’s... What Will I Do?
(This poem was inspired by a neighbor, a widow, whose 11-year old
grandson was going to spend the day with her. She was fretting about
what does a grandmother do to entertain a kid for a day.We live in a
gated community off Highway 58 along the river with some woods
and trails.The boy lives in the city. I suggested she just go for a walk
and let him make jup his own fun. Later, she heard him telling his
mother about how much fun he had.)

A walk in the woods
where the wild flowers grow
A fern-lined path led us to
a gate that was old.
There was a horse on the other side
I whistled, but it didn’t want to abide.
We got hungry, so we jumped in the car
Dairy Queen is not very far.
While we sipped soda,
she told stories
About my dad;
things he did when he was a lad,
We went to the river
and I skipped some rocks.
She took my picture in
my bright green socks.
A mid-summer day
can get real hot.
Disneyland, it was not!
Grandma knew how to
keep me cool.
“Hey Joe! Let’s go down
to the pool.”
Now, don’t tell anyone,
not even an elf.
We had a swell time,
Grandma and
myself.
~ Rosanna V. Martin

But doubled inward and piled neatly,
my socks, your socks, her socks
are soon filed separately and discreetly
hers, down the hall and to the right
yours, in the bureau under the window
and mine, waiting in the apple basket in my
closet.
~ Andrew Hillman
Andy Hillman is a graduate of Crow High School and
the son of Dennis & Judy Hillman
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The Good Job
By John Henry

J

im “Don’t Call Me James” Stanley. Big Jim. Great guy,
team-player, clutch hitter. A popular guy, good friend,
ferocious competitor. You can read all this and more in his
high school yearbook.
Jim’s parents had stubborn Slavic accents. Pop came
over on the boat to Ellis Island in 1913 and moved in with
cousins in Minnesota. Pop drove the mule teams harvesting the first cut on the white pine behemoths. He worked
like there was no going back. The paymaster asked him it
he was staying in America and re-christened Johannes
Staniszlawski, Jonny Stanley, and welcomed him to the
melting pot. Pop showed his pay stubs when he applied for
his naturalization papers and the American Stanley family
was born.
Pop Stanley made his way to Detroit in the Great Depression with the love of his life and three snot-nosed kids
that were his puppies. Jimmy was the oldest, then Freddy
“The Brain,” and Maria, “The Little Princess.” It’s the same
old story of how immigrant kids get accepted: Jim with his
athletic prowess, Fred with his smarts, and pretty Mari.
The Stanley’s were the salt of the earth, good as gold, proud
to be Americans.
Jim was 24 and had spent the last five summers in minor league ball chasing the American dream of playing big
league pro-baseball. He got $3,000 as a signing bonus out
of high school and a sweet two-year contract which lost
some sweetness every time he signed the next contract
which was for one year. It’s a long story, but Jim was a
mid-stream minor league ball player, good enough to get
the Dubuque fans out of the cheap seats on a Sunday afternoon; but not good enough to play the outfield for the parent club. He worked at Ford’s in the off season, on the
assembly line with his Pop.
Jim met Kathy at a dance at Saint Hedwig Church. She
was a petite beauty with blue eyes, straight teeth and auburn hair. Jim chased her half-heartedly, waiting for the
call from the Boston Red Sox front office with a new contract. Maybe this year Jim would solve the change-up and
hit more home runs. On April Fool’s Day 1939, Jim got a
phone call from the baseball scout who signed him to his
first contract. It was short and sweet. He could come on his
own dime to Florida and try out for the other major league
clubs. The Sox’s would not pick up his contract. Jim thought
about the bus trip to Sarasota, hotel room, food, and all the
other expenses. For what? It was time to move on.
In July, Kathy and Jim began talking more seriously
about their futures and maybe their future together. In September, Jim asked her if she’d be his girl. Kathy was 20
and still living at home. Her mom advised her to let the
Polish boy chase her until she caught him. Pop had pulled
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a few strings and Jim was a tool and die apprentice with a
good future in the auto factory. In November, Jim asked
Kathy if she’d maybe consider marrying him. She told him
she wanted babies and he’d have to get a different job with
more security and a pension. She didn’t want a husband
who worked in a car factory.
This is a long preamble to Big Jim Stanley sitting in a
scout car on Dix Highway at 3:00 a.m. on a snowy February morning. His partner tonight was a 19-year veteran,
named Carl Delaney. They were parked under the train viaduct by the Ford foundry and Carl was napping. Big Jim
listened to the police radio for calls and used his flashlight
to do a crossword puzzle. There was a squelch and a squawk
and “Car 19; Car 19. Location?”
Jim nudged Delaney and together they heard, “Family
dispute. Gun shot. Red alert.” Carl repeated the address to
dispatch and Big Jim started the V-8 Plymouth and off they
dashed with sirens and gumball lights flashing.
It took them less than eight minutes to arrive at the
run-down, two story, two-family flat. An old guy in flannel bathrobe and snow boots was on the porch. Big Jim
and Carl got out and the old guy yelled, “They’s killing
each other for Christ sakes. Get a move on. That dummy,
Dale Byrd, just shot out the front window. Probably him
and the Misses drunk as skunks like usual.”
A terrified face with wild blond hair was at the broken
window screaming, “Help. He’s gonna kill me and the kids
and then hisself. Help.” She was pulled away by the hair
from the window still yelling something.
Big Jim looked at Carl and said, “You want me to call
for more back up or what?” All he got was a blank look.
“Carl, you’ve got the experience. Your call.” Another blank
look. “Delaney, we got a pressure cooker on the stove. You
got to make up your mind and put it in gear.” Jim waited
and then got in the scout car and requested an ambulance
and more back up. He told dispatch they couldn’t wait but
were going in.
“OK, Carl. How do you want to play this?”
A long pause, then: “Jim, I’m retiring in seven months.
I’m not walking into a bullet now. We wait; or you play
hero on your own.”
The woman upstairs was screaming bloody murder. She
stuck her head out the window again yelling for help and
blood was coming down off her forehead.
Big Jim gave Carl a shake. “Delaney, you and me get
paid to do the dirty work. Forget the damn retirement party.”
Jim walked over to the old guy in the pajamas and asked,
“You own this place?” followed by “Is there a backstairs?”
followed by, “You got the keys to their backdoor upstairs?”
Jim went to Delaney and said, “OK, Carl, you got two

choices: the front or the back stairs? And no BS. It’s time
to earn our pay.”
Big Jim had his service revolver out and stood under
the front window and hollered, “Hey upstairs. Mr. Byrd.
My name’s Patrolman Stanley and I’m coming up to take
the kids out. I don’t care what you two do to each other.
I’m going to get the kids to safety. OK?” He waited and
there was silence. He yelled again, “Put the gun down. I’m
coming up to protect your kids.”
Big Jim had laid the plan out. Carl Delaney would have
a headstart and quietly come up the back way. Jim would
keep yelling that he was coming up the front way for the
kids, distracting the husband. Carl would open the back
door to the upper flat and if the guy came to the front stairs
with the shotgun, Delaney would disarm him from the rear
or shoot him. But easy does it with kids up there.
Big Jim slowly walked up onto the porch. He opened
the front door to the upper flat from the side and shouted,
“OK, Mr. Byrd, I’ve opened the front door. I’m going to
come up to get your kids out of danger.” Jim had his revolver by his hip, ready to shoot if necessary. He took each
stair slowly and kept yelling where he was and what he
was doing. Four stairs from the top, the upstairs door flew
open and the wild woman was there with a baby in her arm
screaming. Over her shoulder, the black barrels of a twelve
gauge shotgun popped up.
The husband slurred, “You dumb cop. I’ll kill you first,
then us.” Big Jim rushed up the last steps and gave the
barrel a hard shove and the husband fell over. Jim moved
the woman aside and stepped around her and the kid and
grabbed the double barrel shotgun which Dale Byrd had
forgotten to re-load. He smacked the husband in the head
with his ham of a fist, flipped the drunk over on his stomach, and cuffed him. Jim looked for Carl Delaney. No Carl.
He went to the back stairs and opened the locked door and
looked down the dark stairs at the closed back door.
The shift sergeant, Al Schlief, was the first to arrive on
the scene. He clamored up the front stairs, pistol in hand,
and asked, “You guys got it under control?”
Big Jim was holding a screaming kid. He growled, “You
guys? You guys? Carl Delaney isn’t worth a fig. I’ll never
work with the yellow bum again. The coward took a hike
when the chips were down. He should be out on his ear.”
Schlief tried to calm Big Jim, the rookie, down. Together
they got the struggling husband in the scout car as two
other police cars and the ambulance arrived. The detectives arrived moments later to gather up the evidence.
Sergeant Schlief talked to Delaney and then came over
and told Big Jim that he was going to hush things up and
save Carl’s pension, by assigning him to writing parking
tickets for his last seven months before retirement. He gave
Big Jim a hard look and told Jim to play ball and keep his
trap shut or else. Big Jim didn’t blink or ask what the “or
else” amounted to.

At seven, the shift changed. Big Jim drove his
Studebaker roadster through the light snow straight over
to Kathy’s house. He was giving her a ride downtown to
Hudson’s Department Store where she worked. She sat real
close to him and talked about a radio show she listened to
last night about the German problem with Poland and how
she had bad dreams all night. She talked about a movie she
hoped they might see soon. She was so excited about their
upcoming wedding; she had so many new and exciting
bridal things to describe. They were almost downtown when
she said, “I’m sorry Jimmy. Anything interesting happen
at work? I’m doing all the talking. I’m just so glad you got
the nice government job with benefits and retirement. That
factory work is so uncertain. The bosses can pull the rug
out from under you at any time. I think we’ll have a happy
life with you being a policeman and all. We need that security to have a home and family.”
Big Jim smiled and answered, “Oh, work is work. It
was like most nights darling. You know, a little of this and
that; nothing to get excited about or lose sleep over.” He
gave her a kiss. Big Jim sat in his car, happy as any man could
be, watching his future wife hurry on her high heels into the
warm department store to sell bathroom linens all day.

Grasping
How do I observe my life
like I observe the sky, one colorful
textile cloud at a time;
one surreal, detached miniature
model of an airplane moved
by an unseen hand across
contrails of puppet shows past?
How can I pluck one thread
from the skein of my history,
like finding the crucial end
that will unravel the knotted
mass of gold in my jewelry box?
If I could locate, pinch, pull,
and lay upon a page for examination
maybe I could show another’s eyes
the mundane wonders I daily see,
lodge in another’s throat
the lump of joy and pain
I daily swallow.
Maybe I could write
if only I could grasp.
~ Emily Horton
Emily can be found either on her homestead in the woods outside of
Creswell, or in the Creswell Library where she works part-time. She is
building her farm with her husband and three children, and a motley
herd of dogs, cats, and rabbits.
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Friday Night Poker - One Last Hand
By Ron Veneski

I

t was almost business as usual, but it wasn’t. The Friday
night poker game had been going on for years – the
same night, same place, and same players. But tonight was
different because there was one empty chair at the table.
Eddie shuffled the cards and when he was satisfied with
the mix he ordered everybody to ante up. Three quarters
bounced toward the middle of the table. Each player secretly examined the five cards they had been dealt.
Phil said, “I’ll open” and tossed 50 cents onto
the table. Both of the other players followed
suit. Arnie and Phil discarded two held cards
and Eddie just one.
“Where is Wally?” asked Phil. “I know
we usually don’t start ‘til everybody is here,
but this is unusual for him.”
“Dead.” replied Eddie. “Sometime late this
afternoon.”
Arnie gasped, “what happened?”
“I don’t know, but the rumors are already starting to
fly. Some of the things that I heard were cardiac infarction, brain aneurysm, and chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD).”
“That sounds like all that chatter on TV promoting
drugs to cure certain illnesses that could possibly cause
five other life-threatening conditions,” Phil said.
Eddie looked at Phil and said “You opened, what are
you going to do?”
“I’ll bet fifty cents.”
Arnie replied, “I’ll call your bet and raise you fifty
cents,” and threw the dollar onto the table.
Eddie responded to the betting by adding his dollar to
the pot. Phil looked at his hand and decided that a pair of
nines with an ace kicker wasn’t good enough to win, so he
folded.
Phil looked at Eddie and asked, “Are you sure?”
Eddie responded with, “As sure as I can be, based upon
the rumors that I’ve heard. Remember, I wasn’t there when
he died, if he did.”
Arnie chimed in with “Maybe he isn’t dead. Should
we call somebody to find out if it’s true or not?”
“How should we do that?” asked Phil.
“We could call his cell phone, and if he answers he
isn’t dead. Or, we could call his wife Nancy and ask if
Wally is still amongst the living.”
“You called and raised, Arnie, so show us what you
have,” Eddie demanded.
Arnie flopped down what he thought was going to be
the winning hand, three sevens plus a king and queen. Eddie
countered with the eight, nine, ten, jack and queen he held
in his hand. Without speaking a word Eddie gathered in all
of the money. Arnie was bummed!
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Phil gathered up all the cards – it was his turn to deal.
All three of the players were confused about the whole
incident. All wanted answers. How, when, and where it all
took place and was Wally dead or alive?
Phil shuffled the cards over and over. Arnie became
irritated and told Phil to deal before he wore out the cards.
Everybody tossed a quarter into the pot for the ante and
Phil dealt everyone five cards each.
As the players were arranging the cards in their hand,
Eddie’s phone rang. Eddie listened without
speaking and in short order hung up. Wally
was dead as a result of a collision with a
truck on the freeway. He died instantly. The
funeral service would be held in three days.
It was Arnie’s turn to start and he opened
for fifty cents. Each player stayed and added
their contribution to the pot. Each player discarded their unwanted cards for new ones from
the dealer. Arnie received two, Eddie three and Phil stood
pat with the cards he was dealt. Arnie bet a dollar, Eddie
matched the bet and raised it by fifty cents. When it was
Phil’s turn he matched Eddie’s $1.50 bet and raised it $1.50
more. To see Phil’s hand, Eddie needed to add $1.50 and
Arnie $2.00 to the pot. They did and when everyone revealed their hand no one could beat Phil’s spade flush. Phil
was the only happy guy in the room.
“So now we have to decide what we are going to do
about the funeral” said Eddie. “I’m not going to be able to
make it, because my wife and I made reservations to fly to
Las Vegas for a week. We can’t cancel flight and hotel
reservations without paying extra money for changes.”
Phil was next, “Not me either. One look into that box
with a dead body inside would make me pass out. No sir, I
ain’t gonna do it. Plus that S.O.B. owes me $100 dollars
and now I will never get it back.”
“Unh Unh, I’m not going either,” said Arnie “I have to
go to the hospital to check on my wife who is having her
gall bladder removed.”
Eddie looked at Arnie and said “You aren’t even married.”
Arnie replied, “But somebody there must be having
their gall bladder removed and I think I should be there to
help them.”
After a couple more hands it was obvious that
the enthusiasm to play on had dwindled. Eddie solicited
$25 from each player so they could send a floral tribute
to their departed friend. On the day of the funeral it was
placed prominently beside the casket. It was a dozen red
roses spread out in a fan-shaped arrangement. In the
center of the flowers was a five card poker hand - the
ten, jack, queen, king, and ace of spades - a royal flush.

The Fever

By Dale Dickson

W

hen I was a boy in the sixth grade at Columbia Gram
mar School in Greenville, Pennsylvania, I participated
in any and all athletic activities. Sports were my life; I could
run faster, kick the football farther, throw a baseball farther,
and jump higher than any other boy.
That year I was in Cub Scouts, and really enjoyed the
activities. One particular day, when there were six weeks of
school left before the long-awaited summer vacation would
begin, I went to the scout meeting down the street at the
home of the pack leader. We had contests of jumping over a
rope held tautly between two boys, giving each of us boys a
chance to jump over the rope before raising it to a higher
level. If a boy couldn’t jump over any height he was out. I
was determined no one was going to beat me, and I was
right: I jumped higher than any other boy, even though I
had a terrible sore throat. I had never had a sore throat like
that; it burned like fire. But nothing was going to stop me
when it came to any athletic event, even jumping over a
rope.
I went home after the meeting and went to bed, not saying anything about my sore throat. I didn’t sleep very well,
and woke with a very sore throat and was aching all over.
Every joint was painful, and it was difficult to move. But I
didn’t say anything about it because, if I did, Mother would
have kept me home from school, and I couldn’t let that happen because we had a softball game after school, and I
couldn’t miss it.
So I went to school and had a miserable day, aching all
over and fighting the sore throat. When school was over
and it was time for the softball game, I was miserable, and
could hardly move for the pain in my joints. I hurt too much
to play, and I remember sitting beneath a tree, watching the
game. My teammates really wanted me to play, even chastising me when I told them I hurt too much to play.
I didn’t even last through the game, I hurt so much. I
went home, and after supper Dad took me to see our family
doctor, Doctor Marshall. I remember I was crying from the
pain, and crying was something I almost never did. Dr.
Marshall gave me a quick examination, feeling my joints,
seeing me react with painful cries, and examining my throat.
It didn’t take him long. He stood back and told Dad, “It
looks like he has Rheumatic Fever.”
I asked Dad what that was, and he just shook his head
and said, “I don’t know.” But I knew. I had heard how Lou
Costello, the comedian from Abbot and Costello, had the
fever and how it affected his heart. But I didn’t know how it
would drastically change my life.
We had a silent ride the twelve miles home, and I was
placed in bed. I wasn’t able to go to school. I had to stay in
bed to rest my heart. My joints ached so much! I don’t remember, but Mother told me I would just scream from the
pain. The fever caused me to have blisters on the calluses
on my hands and feet, and I remember peeling off the skin

which covered the blisters, to pass the time.
The pain subsided in a few days, and medication stopped
my sore throat, which was a strep throat, now known to be
a major cause of Rheumatic Fever. Had I told my parents I
had a sore throat, instead of toughing it out and going to the
scout meeting, perhaps I would have been taken to see Dr.
Marshall, the strep throat diagnosed and been treated, and
the fever would never have occurred. Who knows, though?
I didn’t say anything, and the fever happened. Boy, did it
happen.
I lay in bed all day, bored to tears. I could hear my brothers and friends out on the street, playing games like Mud
Gutter, Kick the Can, Hide and Seek, and my legs itched to
get out there and run with them. But I couldn’t. All the classes
in Columbia School made me get-well cards and brought
them to me. That was nice. I still remember the messages of
many of them today.
What I missed the most were my sporting activities.
When I was told, however, I would not be able to play sports
again, at least for a long time, I was devastated. To not be
able to run, swim, and ride the family bike was like a death
sentence for me. What made it worse was when Mother, in
a caring way, told me, “You can always get a job in a bank.”
That hurt me; I could picture me standing behind a teller’s
cage, as though the bars of the cage were imprisoning me
from all the activities I dearly loved.
In a few weeks Dr. Marshall told me I could take a few
short walks, just down the street for about 100 yards or so,
but the walks were to be nice and slow. Also, if I should
tire, I must stop and rest before continuing. These walks
were something I looked forward to. They slowed my ennui.
Toward the end of summer, Dr. Marshall told me I was
progressing nicely, and I could increase my exercise program gradually. He knew I liked sports, so he said I could
play just a little football or baseball with my brothers and
friends, but to take it easy. I wasn’t supposed to do any
great running, just pass the football or bat the baseball. I
could ride the bike, too, but I was to use some horse-sense
while doing this. If I came to a hill, I was to get off the bike
and push the bike up it.
I never did have a lick of sense, though, and especially
horse-sense. I figured, if I could walk, I could run. And I
did. I remember one of my friends asked me if I was allowed to play football, and I told him I could do anything I
liked. And I did. I ran, and ran, and ran. I felt great! When I
rode the family bike, a hill was a challenge to me, a challenge I could overcome, and I had to prove to myself I could
ride the bike up and over it.
I didn’t feel any differently, wasn’t tired, out of breath,
had no chest or heart pains caused by my new-found athletic activities. My parents weren’t aware of the extent to
which I was exerting myself. Had they known, they would
have forbidden it. So I just kept on doing the things I wanted.
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The day of reckoning was about to come, however. On
a routine visit to Dr. Marshall for a check-up, I remember
very clearly what happened. I was seated on an examining
table in one of his rooms. He came in, and after greeting
me, listened to my heart. He probed the stethoscope around
my chest, listening at several places. Then he tore the stethoscope from his ears, shook his head in a disgusting manner,
and left the room. I had had a relapse of the fever, and Dr.
Marshall could tell by listening to my heart what had happened. He was disappointed and disgusted with me.
Now my life really changed. I couldn’t participate in
any form of sports, ride the bike, or run. When school started
in the fall, I was in seventh grade at Greenville High School.
We had scheduled physical education, but I wasn’t allowed
to do anything that caused exertion. All through high school
I wasn’t able to play football, basketball, or baseball because of my bad heart. I went to all the games I could, though.
During my junior and senior years I joined the band as a
color guard. By doing this I could go to all the away football games, for free. I was also the basketball student manager during my junior year. This kept me as close to the
sport as I could get.
As time went by I was able to participate in sporting
activities, but not to the extent I wanted. However, I had an
examination by a cardiologist, and with his positive recommendation, I passed the physical examination to become a
firefighter.
Firefighting is probably the most strenuous occupation
a person could have. The strain on all the body, and especially the heart, is tremendous. There were times when I
didn’t think I would survive in some of the situations I found
myself, but due to my physical conditioning, I believe, for
the most part, I made it through them. My heart had to
be strong to survive.
I feel very lucky I did not have
more problems with my heart. I
could have become a cripple, been
confined to a wheel chair, or even
died. It is imperative for every parent to heed the complaints of a
child’s sore throat and examine the
throat, getting medical attention
quickly if the throat has an unusual
appearance. Also, an adult should
take the same precautions in similar circumstances.
If I could change anything in
my life relating to this episode, I
would go back to my time as a 6th
grader and not hesitate to tell my
parents when I was feeling ill, even
if it would stop me from participating in my beloved sports activities.
Perhaps I would have had a life as
a professional athlete.
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The Full Moon and I
At four in the morn
I was up to look at
the full moon
I had heard the eve before
That it was to be a special moon.
Yet I was not prepared for what I saw,
a moon twice as big
I remember I uttered a cry
What kind of sound,
I do not recall
But I remember the emotion I felt
Every full moon has a name
This July 12 one is called the Buck moon.
I walked away from the window
Yet something drew me back
Because the moon was to the west
above the trees
I knew it would soon be gone
It was more spectacular than my first sight
It seemed closer and bigger and oh so bright
How could anyone not be in awe
At our amazing world!
~ Dolly Ruth Smith

A Cowboy Passes On
( Dedicated to Hippy Burmister, a “Cowboy’s Cowboy”)
I remember him well though it’s been a few years,
With my pen in hand, I’m holdin’ back tears.
The memories I have of him, still fill me with joy,
He was a man among men, a cowboy’s cowboy.
He was a Hell of a man, as tough as they get,
‘Till the day I cash in, I’ll be in his debt.
He taught me the ropes, as a good cowboy should,
Said, do all that I did, the best that I could.
The wisdom he shared, I won’t ever forget,
I’ve known some good men, but none like him yet.
He was hard as a knot, yet fair as a preacher,
A man couldn’t ask for a more caring teacher.
Life was always a struggle, but he never complained,
Through dust storms and blizzards, or hard-driving rain.
His hide was as tough, as dry saddle leather,
From long hard years, in all kinds of weather.
Be it ridin’ or ropin’ or brandin’ and fightin’,
Watchin’ him work was downright excitin’.
He was proud and plain spoken, yet sharp as a tack,
I felt right at ease, when he had my back.
But the years are uncaring, and soon took their toll,
Like a thief in the night, they came and they stole.
He traded his saddle for a chair in the shade,
It bothered me hard, to see a man like him fade.
He threw sticks for the dogs, and played with the kittens,
He watered the garden and stole eggs from the chickens.
Beside him all day, his old roan would stand,
Eatin’ apples and sugar cubes out of his hand.
Then the day finally came, like we all knew it would,
I’d have traded him places, if only I could.
We laid him to rest where the big pine trees stand,
In a box that he built, with his own calloused hands.
So many would miss him, and rightfully so,
But he’s gone down the road that we all soon go.
He’s paid up his dues and dropped out of the race,
Dear God, how I miss that old weathered face.
~ Michael J Barker
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Cookin’ With Jen

W

e made a great discovery in a canning/preserving
cookbook the other day after I had harvested 50 large
cherry tomatoes from our garden one morning. The variety
I planted was more like a small Roma tomato. I took the
advice of Sherri Brooks Vinton in her book, Put ‘em up! A
Comprehensive Home Preserving Guide for the Creative Cook, and
used the oven to make easy dried tomatoes. Tossed in olive
oil, salt and pepper, and dried herbs and dried at 250 degrees for 5 hours, the tomatoes reduced into small red-orange jewels.You can use them in soup, pastas, risotto, salad,
or vinaigrette dressing. To store, after they are leathery to
the touch, place in a glass jar in the refrigerator or freezer
until ready to use.
I also had an epiphany when making my peach jam this
year. I’d seen, on some fancy cooking magazine, a photo of
Peach Basil Jam. Nothing fancy other than the fresh Basil, I
thought, and so I added about ½ cup of chopped Basil to my
plain Peach Jam recently. It is quite simply my favorite peach
thing I’ve ever canned! Great on toast for a savory treat, or
poured over cream cheese and eaten with crackers, it is a
preserve I am proud of. Try it next year if you’re a “canner”
like me.
Another great recipe I recently found is for homemade
croutons. These are so much better than the bagged ones
from the store. Try them on salad, of course, but also on
soup or to top casseroles. It’s a super-simple recipe with a
lot of punch.

Croutons
(based on a recipe from The Farmstead Chef Cookbook.)
1 loaf French bread or baguette, cut into ½ inch squares
¾ c. olive oil
2 T. Italian seasoning
1 T. garlic powder
½ t. seasoning salt
Toss bread with olive oil and sprinkle with seasonings, then
spread on a jelly roll pan. Bake at 350 degrees for 10-15
minutes or until brown and crispy.
The following is a fall-time comfort food favorite at our
house. A few years ago, I made it once a week, and after a
forced hiatus, I think I’ll bring it back this football season!
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Cincinnati Chili Bake
(Based on a recipe from Taste of Home)
1 lb. ground beef
½ c. chopped onion
2 garlic cloves, minced
3 whole tomatoes, chopped finely
1½ c. cooked kidney beans (or 1 can beans, rinsed)
2-3 T. chili powder, to taste
1 T. Worcestershire sauce
1 t. salt
½ t. pepper
1 c. shredded cheddar cheese
Cook beef, garlic, and onion until meat is cooked through
and drain. Transfer to greased 13 x 9 baking dish, stir in
remaining ingredients and top with cheese. Bake at 350 degrees for 65-70 minutes.

W

e have a couple of new recipes from longtime GW
contributor, Rhonda Rauch. They look lovely!

Capellini d’ Helena
by Rhonda Rauch
½ lb angel hair pasta
1/4 c freshly squeezed lemon juice
2 T good sesame oil
3 T red Thai curry paste
1 T raw black sesame seeds
1/4 tsp onion powder
red pepper flakes and salt to taste
1 large avocado, diced
4 c large Mexican prawns
Cook pasta in salted boiling water until al dente. Drain and
rinse in cold water until cooled; shake off excess water.
In a large measuring cup, add sesame oil, red curry dressing,
onion powder, lemon juice, sesame seeds, red pepper flakes and
salt. Add the mixture to the drained pasta.
Cook prawns and add them and the diced avocado to the
pasta. Mix and enjoy.

The White Mourning Dove

Jivana Summer Tea

What is this sadness I currently feel?
Is it the wars or am I in fear?
Could it be the the hunger and strife
Which so many today have begun to call life?

by Rhonda Rauch
½ can undiluted lemonade
2 oz. Stoli Ohranj liqueur
1 quart yogurt
1 c sweetened Lipton tea
1 c heavy cream
1 T Orange blossom water

I walk through the grass as I hear the birds call,
clouds overhead, the rain begging to fall.
Oh how serene the day has begun;
I close my eyes to imagine the fun.

Combine all ingredients in a blender and cool for a half
hour in the refrigerator.

But behind these eyes of baby blue,
I no longer see peace that comes with morning dew.
Instead I travel to lands near and far
only to find my soul shaken and ajar.
It seems that man has encompassed the hate
rather than what the Creator wished to be our fate.
We have the free will to choose good or bad;
so why choose the evil? My feelings are mad!

Return
The Silver Salmon entered fresh
Water full of strength and vitality.
Chrome bright— with Sea Lice still
Clinging to their host — he flashes
Through the rapids with ease.

My heart cries for the children who live without
“home”;
no longer cries of joy, one hears only the moan.
The battles of war fought under the sun
are beginning to promise that our world is done.

Pushing through pollution, and miles
Of obstacles he continues his
Relentless swim to fulfill his destiny.

I came here to cherish, bring faith, hope and love.
I circle the Earth as a white mourning dove.
But now all I feel is sadness and gloom;
I am so afraid this is our doom.

He will enter a small river shrunk by
A long summer drought — pushing
On until he and the other salmon stack
Up and wait for the Fall rains.
His strength has been slowly ebbing
Away — not eating and slowly dying— his once
Bright chrome body has turned black as
He losses weight .

So what is this sadness I currently feel?
It is the cries for hope and the love to heal.
~ Vallee Rose

When the rains return he will reach a
Special part of the river, where he
Will end his life as he gives his last
Strength to ensure a new generation
Will begin.
Now, just a small fraction of what he was when
He began the journey — he floats to the
Stream edge to join the hen who has
Already given herself— to die and decay.
The Return is finished.
~ Doug Russell
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Making Their Way Down the Milky Way

Returning
almost every year
when the casual warmth of summer
folds our evenings into silent comfort
we are welcomed back
without knowing
wading through the sharp blades of the green marsh grass
rusty-red cat tails both lead the way along the path
and obscure our secret cove at water’s edge
familiar strands of sand are again piled up
against the summer store of treasures
driftwood sculptures and smooth stones
messages swept along the tideline
the stark silhouettes of the great blue heron salute our
return
their shadows cast up against the reddened sky
the voices of curlews, doves and night owls
herald our homecoming and warn of our trespass
and wandering along the secret path
we stop and listen to the songbirds
turning towards the sound of our own footsteps
leaving the world behind.

At night,
We cover a small table with a lace cloth, and light a
candle in a Mason jar.
We lay down in the grass,
And look up at the stars.
Our eyes soak it all in,
And the only sound in that moment is the humming of
crickets.
We envision a pitcher, pouring forth liquid onyx into an
unending river of night sky.
We see stars which swim and dance through the waters
like schools of silvery fish,
Making their way down the Milky Way.
We wonder if some may migrate to new constellations
where they can shimmy and dip in galactic pools.
We laugh at this thought,
And we continue watching the sky, where there is no
end to metaphors and similes,
As such is the power of celestial beings that communicate in shapes.
We find sacred ground in where we rest.
In the softness of the candlelight glow,
In the gentleness of the lace tablecloth,
In the meander of the stars down the deep, flowing river
of sky,
And in the benevolent hum of crickets.

~ William Crutchfield

There’s Nothing to Fear
sometimes, she’s a little too much...
telling her stories, with humor and such.
but hiding behind her mind’s ramblings,
there’s a sweet little girl...
when she sees that you’re listening, you will find a real
pearl.
I hope you understand her fast spinning mind,
by giving her space, she will slowly unwind.
as the curtains goes up, and she stands center stage,
she will glance to find you
to know,
that you’re near,
and that’s when you’ll know,
there is nothing to fear
~ Barbara Newman
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~ Bridgett Johnson-Elliott

Searching for History
Embattled
Hills rise,
Embrace
Singapore’s Harbor.
Stilled guns
Speak
Of long ago battles.
It is quiet
Under the palms
That shelter our head
From the afternoon rains.
There is peace
In the shell pocked fort
Where monkeys play
Hide and seek
Through coconut tress
And jungle grass.

~ j.m. mirich

In.tro.vert by Nick DeAngelo
http://www.nickdeangelo.com
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A Look Back In Time

Community News

T

he Desperados Co-Ed Equestrian Drill Team is having
a free Open House on Monday, October 14, from 6:309:30 p.m. in the Prairie Arena at the Oregon Horse Center,
90751 Prairie Road in Eugene (enter through the Oregon
Horse Center driveway). Bring your horse or stop in for a
visit. The Desperado’s Co-ed Drill Team wants to invite
you to give “The Thrill of Drill” a try. They offer a 6-week
walk/trot “Drill Team for Dummies” class to anyone, while
18 and younger need an adult present. Every participant
needs to wear a helmet.

C

heck the City Of Veneta’s website for upcoming civic
events and important local information. The City is
opening the Cornerstone Drive Bulk Water Station that will
replace the public’s use at the Public Works Yard. To use
the Cornerstone Drive Bulk Water Station, you need to go
to the City of Veneta’s Administration Center at 88184 8th
Street, in Veneta, and pre-pay to use funds applied to a
bulk water card. If you want to be kept more in the loop,
the City Council Meetings are the 2nd and 4th Mondays at
7:00 p.m. at City Hall. (http://www.ci.veneta.or.us)

A

pplegate Regional Theater, Inc. announces auditions
for its winter family comedy on October 4th at 11:00
a.m. and October 6th at 7:00 p.m. at the theater on 87230
Central Road, on the corner of Central and Fleck. There
are parts for all ages 15 to 80. They will supply audition
material and it will be a non-singing play. The play, which
will be determined by who is selected at audition, will be
produced in the January-February time frame. In addition
to actors, they can use help with costumes, makeup, lighting, props, publicity, sound, set-building and also performance day help like ushers, concessions, gift shop, etc. For
more information contact art-inc@hotmail.com or 541-9353636.

A

re you aware that the Veneta Community Dinner needs
volunteers? The Community Dinner is open to anyone, of any need level, and all leave with a full belly and
warm companionship. Please consider signing up at the
Fern Ridge Community Dinner website at:
http://www.fernridgecommunitydinners.org. The time slots
are listed clearly and you can sign up for as many or as few
as you are able. The Dinner’s slogan is “Everyone is welcome - families, seniors, lonely at home, homeless, or just
passing through. Come find some good company and a good
hot meal.” Sunday Dinner start time is 5:00 to 6:30 p.m.

I

f you are in need in the Fern Ridge Area, the L.O.V.E.
Project Senior Meals program is located at the new Fern
Ridge Service Center at 25035 W. Broadway in Veneta.
Detailed meal choices and times are published in the Fern
Ridge Review’s inner cover, but the regular hours are Mon-
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Bohemia Mining District, southeast of Cottage Grove. Photo
compliments of the OSU Special Collections & Archives Commons.
(One of the 421 pictures included in OREGON’S MAIN STREET:
U.S. Highway 99 “The Folk History)

day, Wednesday & Friday, 10:00-11:30 a.m., and 12:302:00 p.m. Clothing and Shoes are available at the Olivet
Baptist Church’s outreach program, Lilies of the Field each
Tuesday and Thursday from 2:00 to 4:00 p.m.

Y

ou can also be a Fern Ridge Gleaner. Gleaners help
those in need by providing opportunities for people
to pick second harvest food. Contact the L.O.V.E. Project
for more information.

TRIAL
If you like what you read, pass it on

